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B ri ng Your 
G O L D E N  M E M O R I E S  
T o  L i fe
C elebrate the University o f 
M ontana C entennial with this 
beautiful image of Main Hall 
taken by photographer Karl 
Hallman Posters and limited 
edition cibachrome photos with 
medallions available T o  order call
216 East Main m Missoula, Montana 59802 
(406 ) 543-5077
We dedicate this edition o f  Golden Memories 
to our friend/ Erik J. Osburnsen. The class o f  1989.
U M
Celebrate 100 Years!
1893 • University of Montana • 1993
Centennial T-Shirt
(All shirts heavy-weight 100% cotton, pre-shrunk) 
Style 1. 2 color Image (burgundy 8t black) on ash only; L or XL 
Style 2. 6 color Image, on natural only; L or XL 
Style 3. 6 color Image (small oval) on natural only; L or XL
BONUS GIFT!
With every T-Shirt ordered receive a FREE Limited 
Edition Commemorative Issue featuring stories about 
the early beginnings of the University of Montana, 
with over 40 historical photographs.
Call: 1-800-359-1816
|-------------------------- ORDER FORM------------------------
I Please send the FREE BONUS GIFT with ea ch  centennial T-shirt 
I ordered. Enclosed Is $14.50 *($12.50 + $2.00 shipping 8i han- 
| ding) for ea ch  shirt ordered.
| Style 1: Q uantity______________Size L______ XL______
I Style 2: Q uantity_____________ Size L______ XL______.




METHOD OF PAYMENT 







P.O. Box 4087 
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Or call: 1-800-359-1816
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1 0  Rhodes Warrior
By Kristin Rodine
Scott Bear Don’t Walk is UM’s 27th Rhodes scholar.
11 Charter Day
Founders’ Day ceremonies in Helena and on campus kick off UM’s 
Centennial celebrations.
1 2  Taking Steps to Prevent Assault
By Kristin Rodine
UM responds to the threat of sexual assualts on campus.
1 4  Remembrances of Times Past
Alumni reminisce about the good old days.
1 8  You Meet the Most Interesting People on the Back Roads of Montana
By Paddy O ’Connell MacDonald
Life in rural Montana makes for an award-winning television series.
2 0  Romancing the West
By Jean Emery
Dorothy Johnson wrote about the West she knew.
2 2  Practicing What They Teach
By Terry Brenner
UM’s law school has earned a reputation for giving students a practical 
grounding in law.
2 4  Montana’s Early Women Lawyers
By Jean Emery
The careers of UM’s women law grads are filled with obstacles and ironies.
2 6  Emily Mullenger Sloan: Aspiring Poet Studies Law
By Jean Emery
The fascinating story of how a quest to study literature led to a degree in law.
2 7  Hats off to Clarence
By Brendan R. Moles
A tribute to Clarence Prescott Jr. in honor of his one hundredth birthday.
Cover: Photo by Jeff Sutton; art direction by Bob Zingmark; cake by Marcia Pilgeram of Capers Catering. 
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The University of Montana celebrates its 100th 
birthday in 1993, and you can be part of its history for 
generations to come. The CENTENNIAL CIRCLE offers a 
chance to commemorate the University's Centennial.
The Grizzly Circle has undergone a facelift The 
unpaved area below the grizzly bear sculpture a t the 
base of the Oval is now paved with bricks, some blank 
and many inscribed. These bricks form the CENTEN­
NIAL CIRCLE and are engraved with names of special 
people which could include you, your classmates, 
family members, friends, teachers, current or future 
UM students or anyone else you would like to honor.
By purchasing a brick for $100, you will help fund the 
programs and activities planned for The University of 
Montana Centennial Celebration in 1993. Proceeds 
from the CENTENNIAL CIRCLE will also fund campus 
renovation projects.
Please fill in the broken lines with the 
letters exactly as you would like to see 
them on your brick(s). You may use up 
to three lines of 14 characters per line 
for each brick. Spaces and punctuation 
count as characters. All letters will be in 
capitals. If necessary, use additional 
sheets of paper for more bricks. Please 
print clearly:
Please clip and mail the order form and a $100 payment for each brick in an envelope 
addressed to The University of Montana Centennial Office. Brandy Hall. Missoula.
MT 59812. Make checks payable to: Centennial Bricks.
You will receive a written verification of your order. Upon receipt, you'll have two 
weeks to respond should any information be incorrect. If no response is received, 




$ 100 per brick. Number of bricks:_______
Total amount $_________________________
___ Please bill my credit card: MasterCard.
VISA_______________ Expiration date:_____
Name as it appears on card_____________
Signature of cardholder_________________
For more informa­
tion. contact: The 
University of Mon­
tana Centennial Of­
fice. Brantly Hall. 
Missoula. MT 59812; 
(406) 243-2649. 
Thank you for your 
support!
i
(Donations are deduc- |  
tible to the full extent , 
provided by law)
City:______________ State:______________ Zip:____
Phone: Work (______)________Home: (_____ )
Letters
Protest Photo Biased
So what’s the point of printing a 
quarter-page photo of the animal rights 
protest at the Animal Resources 
Laboratory [fall 1992 Montanan], without 
providing a comment or response by the 
University? Is it to indicate that the 
University believes the protest was a 
politically correct response to the animal 
research activity at the lab? If so, then 
those Montanans who are engaged in 
livestock production and animal 
husbandry should know that the 
University looks favorably upon that 
kind of animal rights message. If not, why 
didn’t  you use the space to support the 
University’s own facility and defend its 
practices and research, rather than 
publicizing a protest of them?
At the very least, the University might 
have responded to the graphic message 
which the protestors sought to convey, 
and which you so unduly emphasized. 
Your failure to do so must be 
demoralizing to those employed at the 
University who believe that their 
research with animals is ethical and 
proper. They, and all of the alumni and 
taxpayers who support the laboratory 
through their contributions and tax 
dollars, deserved better than to have the 
views of the University’s own researchers 
on this important subject totally ignored.
Donald C. Robinson ’63 
3505 Willoughby Ave.
Butte, M T  59701
Second That Opinion 
I cannot agree more with Donald C. 
Robinson, who recently wrote to you 
concerning the photograph of the animal 
rights protest included in the fall 1992 
Montanan. It was so clearly one-sided. 
Your inclusion of the photograph, 
without comment, made the protest 
appear as a normal campus activity. How 
misleading. Only a few people were 
involved and not all those involved were 
from the campus community.
With this single photograph, you may 
have undone the considerable progress 
made by those researchers on campus 
using animals to inform others in the 
community concerning the value of such 
research.
) Could I suggest that your next issue of 
I ^  Montanan include an article on the 
: e“°rts made on campus to ensure the 
• well-being and ethical use of animals in 
reaching and research?
| Delbert L. Kilgore Jr.
Associate Dean 
•vision of Biological Sciences
Alternative Unthinkable
Michael Mayer’s article in the Forum 
section [fall 1992] gives us several cogent 
arguments against bigotry just as it also 
defines the purpose of this law. The spirit 
of the First Amendment is the protection 
of the right of all speech. I feel that it is 
necessary to point out that it is a bit 
patronizing for the administration to 
assume it can pass a law and therefore 
prevent an action. Why not make it 
contrary to University rules to attend 
school and not learn anything?
Thank you for including those 
delightful quotations from William O. 
Douglas. Free speech is obviously not 
always restful and sometimes it does stir 
people to anger. The alternative, 
however, is unthinkable.




Just couldn’t resist calling attention to 
a notable event in 1937 and to call 
attention to the generosity of two major 
corporations too often ignored. The 
Lubrecht Experimental Forest was 
acquired in 1937 as a gift from the 
Anaconda Co. and Northern Pacific 
Railway.
I think it is important that the Bureau 
of Business and Economic Research was 
founded in 1937 by Harry Jordan of the 
UM economics department and myself. 
Happily, it is still going strong under the 
capable management of Paul Polzin.
John Willard '38 
3119 Country Club Circle 
Billings, M T 59102
Thanks for the Memories
I recently read that The University of 
Montana will be celebrating its 
Centennial in 1993. Although I am not 
an alumnus in the true sense of the word, 
I did graduate from a program that the 
Army Air Corps had at the University 
during World War II. I was assigned to 
the 317th College Training Detachment, 
Squadron 5, Flight 4, in the fall of 1943 
and graduated from the program in the 
spring of 1944. O ur squadron was housed 
in North Hall [now Brandy Hall].
The University (Montana State at that 
time) trained many cadets during the 
time that the 317th CTD was there. 
Although that will have been fifty years 
ago that the 317th C lD  was there, I feel 
the University played a significant role in 
training many of the flyers during World 
War U.
I have a few mementoes, pictures and a 
Squadron 5 yearbook pertaining to the
times I was there; but mostly what I have 
is a lot of very fond memories of the 
University, the city of Missoula and some 
of the co-eds—especially the Tri-Delts, 
which I understand are no longer on 
campus.
I hope the Centennial celebration is a 
great success, and may I express my 
thanks to the University and the people 
of Missoula for the very kind reception 
extended to the servicemen fifty years 
ago.
Roger W. Brickey
8601 E. Santa Catalina Dr.
Scottsdale, AZ 85255
Wrong Brewski
I enjoyed your winter 1993 
commemorative issue. The stories and 
pictures were great.
The picture of the bar at the Oxford 
Cafe brought back memories, but the can 
of Rainier looked unnatural. Several 
generations of students would have 
recognized Highlander beer on that 
counter.




The last issue’s essay by Paul 
VanDevelder on student drinking in 
Missoula was special and well done, yet 
doubts crept in as the reader wonders 
about the advisability of investing such 
talent and space to this definite stain on 
the campus. Also, he may wonder why 
anyone would want to wander from bar 
to bar in the winter in a T-shirt. It may 
have been better to use the space and 
ability on more positive material, such as 
the number of Rhodes scholars and civic 
and professional leaders who have 
graduated and gone on to greater things, 
or the number of Ph.D.s now living in 
the Bitterroot Valley.
Facts of drinking life in the seventies 
brings to mind the number of veterans of 
it—and the Vietnam War—who never 
fully recovered, crippled for life due to all 
the imbalances and causes of alcoholism. 
Whether the University condoned it or 
tried to do anything is of no matter now. 
We could concentrate on the healthy 
mental attitude prevailing there in 
freedom of thought, of learning how, not 
what, to think, of becoming readers for 
life—a true mark of education.
R.D. Peterson '41 
289 Holmes Creek Lane 
Poison, M T 59860
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UM ’s new historic district comprises seventeen campus buildings and the face of Mount Sentinel.
UM Campus Named 
Historic District
On the eve of its 100th birthday in 
February 1993, UM marked another 
milestone. The core of the campus was 
recognized as a historic district in the 
National Register of Historic Places.
The newly established University of 
Montana Historic District includes the 
grassy Oval, seventeen campus buildings 
and the M-marked face of Mount 
Sentinel. The district also includes the 
Clarence Prescott House. Built between 
the late 1890s and the Great Depression, 
the historic buildings reflect a variety of 
architectural styles including 
Richardsonian Romanesque, neoclassical, 
Renaissance revival and art deco.
Complaint Closed
A student class-action complaint 
lodged against UM in 1989 ended in 
October, when the U.S. Department of 
Education’s Office of Civil Rights decided 
the University had more than met federal 
requirements for making the school 
accessible to students with disabilities.
OCR inspectors had concluded in late 
November 1989 that UM wasn’t giving 
disabled students enough access to 
programs, facilities, services and activities. 
This past August inspectors visited the
campus again and found that UM had 
complied with the conditions set in the 
Corrective Action Agreement.
Corrective projects UM had finished 
include remodeling three family housing 
apartments, renovating restrooms in the 
Maureen and Mike Mansfield Library 
and several other buildings, installing 
electric door openers, building ramps and 




Continuation of funding for a new 
business administration building 
highlighted the 53rd legislative session for 
The University of Montana. Early action 
in the House of Representatives would 
have delayed the project for two years, 
but the Senate restored it after lobbying 
by UM alumni and friends. 
Administration officials justified the 
project on the basis of academic and 
space needs, alumni contributions, low 
interest rates, requirements of the 
Americans with Disabilities Act, and 
projected inflationary cost increases. 
Architectural plans for the building are 
complete. Construction is scheduled to 
be completed by August 1995.
The Montana Legislature slashed the
University System’s general fund 
appropriation by $25 million for the 
biennium, allotting $8.4 million of the 
cut to UM. The Board of Regents will 
determine in May how much of the cut 
will be offset by increases in tuition.
Several UM alumni are legislative 
leaders. Fred Van Valkenburg of 
Missoula, law ’73, is president of the 
Senate, and John Mercer ’79 of Poison is 
speaker of the House. Greg Jergeson of 
Chinook ’74 is Senate majority leader 
and Bruce Crippen of Billings ’56, law 
’59, is Senate minority leader. Sen. 
Crippen carried the first sales tax bill to 
pass the Montana Legislature since 1971- 
It will be voted on by Montanans on 
June 8.
Ted Schye ’70 of Glasgow is minority 
leader of the House. Half of the members 
of the joint education subcommittee that 
sets UM’s budget are UM alumni: Rep. 
Royal Johnson of Billings ’49, chair; Rep. 
Ray Peck ’54 of Havre; and Rep. Mike 
Kadas ’91 of Missoula. Judy Jacobson, 
chair of the powerful Senate Finance and 
Claims committee, has three children 
who have attended UM. Two UM 
professors are legislators: Sen. Harry Fritz 
’66, history; and Rep. Bob Ream, forestry. 
Rep. Vicki Cocchiarella ’78 works in the 
Registrar’s Office. Another prominent 
UM law graduate, Gov. Marc Racicot 73, 
regularly visited third-floor legislative 
offices to advance his agenda, with 
considerable success.
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Fund Drive Exceeds 
Goal by $100,000
The University of Montana’s 1992 
[ Missoula Business Drive set an all-time 
p record by bringing in $300,117 for the 
I UM Excellence Fund, surpassing its goal 
I by more than $100,000.
The 1992 total represents a 35 percent 
|  increase over 1991’s final total of 
L $222,438. UM faculty and staff 
I] contributed $73,517 to the 1992 drive, a 
|  70 percent increase.
I Twenty-four local businesses and 
|  individuals provided pace-setting gifts 
I before the Excellence Fund Drive kickoff 
I in September. Top pace-setters included 
1 the UC Bookstore, Streamside 
I Anglers/Sun Mountain Sports and the 
I Dennis R. Washington Foundation.
I UM’s Excellence Fund supports 
I scholarships, faculty development, the 
I  Mansfield Library, student recruitment,
B the Davidson Honors College and other 
1 campus programs.
I  ■ $ : -  -------------------------------
Grant to Help Ham 
Indian Teachers
Last fall UM’s School of Education 
|  landed a three-year, $253,386 grant to 
I  recruit and train Native American 
|  students as elementary and secondary 
I;school teachers, guidance counselors and 
B administrators.
I  The U.S. Department of Education 
I awarded the grant for the Indian 
1 Education Personnel Development 
I  Program to Larry LaCounte, a UM 
I  adjunct assistant professor of education.
I  LaCounte will direct the program,
I  which UM began carrying out with 
|] Palish Kootenai College in Pablo on Oct. 
■ k Participants will be able to start their 
m course work at SKC and transfer those 
M credits to UM or take all their courses at 
|  the University.
1
 LaCounte worked with Deborah Wetsit 
and Rita Sommers-Flanagan, assistant 
professors in the Department of 
Educational Leadership and Counseling,
I to draw up the grant proposal. He said it 
| was in response to lopsided statistics 
(regarding the number of Native 
'American educators in Montana. A 
purvey of the state’s school districts shows 
|that 9 percent of elementary and 
g  secondary school students are Indian.
| •» ^ t  only six of 367 school counselors and 
U ree ° f 203 top school administrators are 
I  Indian.
Law Students Sweep 
Regional Competition
Two teams of University of Montana 
law students triumphed in regional moot 
court competition in November. One 
UM team advanced to the nationals in 
January, but lost to first-place winner 
Vanderbilt University in the third round.
UM emerged from the three-day, 
sixteen-team regional competition, 
though, with the overall championship as 
well as best oralist honors and first- and 
second-place awards for written briefs. 
UM students are traditionally top 
contenders in lawyer-skills competitions. 
But the extent to which the University 
dominated regional competition was 
unprecedented, moot court coach Sharon 
Snyder said.
“It was a Montana sweep, and that’s 
unheard of, not just for Montana but for 
any school,” she said.
In moot court competition, third-year 
law students take sides in a simulated 
U.S. Supreme Court case, presenting 
written briefs and oral arguments. Each 
of the eight competing Northwest schools 
sent two teams, one to argue the 
petitioners’ case, the others to argue as 
respondents.
Lucy Rudbach of Hamilton was named 
best oralist and advanced to the January 
nationals along with teammates Rob Bell 
of Missoula and Rob Cameron of 
Richwood, Ohio. The three, acting as 
petitioners in the moot court case, won 
every round of competition to take first 
place overall and first place for best brief.
UM’s respondents team—Derik 
Pomeroy of Billings, M att Sisler of 
Missoula and Pat Trammelle of Palm Bay, 
Fla.—won second place in the best-brief 
competition and advanced through the 
quarter-final round of competition.
UM teams have advanced to national 
competition eight times in the past dozen 
years, and the University won the 
nationals in 1981.
Masters of Innovation
Two UM professors won first-place 
awards last fall in Zenith Data Systems’ 
Masters of Innovation IV 1992 
competition for using creative personal- 
computer programming in their teaching 
and research.
Associate Professor and geology 
department Chair Steven Sheriff won the 
education category for six computer 
programs on geophysics dealing with 
gravity, magnetic and electrical 
applications.
Adjunct Research Professor Jerry 
Bromenshenk of UM’s biological sciences 
division took top honors in the liberal 
arts and sciences category for his 
programs on using honeybees to monitor 
environmental hazards posed by metals, 
radiation, carcinogenic organics and 
pesticides.
Sheriff and Bromenshenk each received 
two Zenith lap-top computers for their 
wins, which marked the first time in the 
history of Zenith’s competition that two 
first-place awards have gone to the same 
institution.
Indian Science Students—Officers of the American Indian Science and Engineering Society attended the National 
A.I.S.E.S. Convention in Washington, D.C., where they were nominated for the Chapter of the Year Award. From left 
are Molly Ashcraft of Missoula, Lakota Sioux; Natalie Flores of Rocky Boy, Chippewa-Cree; Lewis Yellowrobe of Great 
Falls, Gros Ventre; Lena Belcourt of Rocky Boy, Chippewa-Cree; and Traci Williams of Butte, Blackfeet. Photo by John 
Youngbear of Lame Deer, Northern Cheyenne.
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Public TV at UM
College Beat— Radio-Television Professor Gregory MacDonald, left, watches over students in the control room dur 
ing the taping of “College Beat," which airs locally on Fridays on the “Today Show."
Longstanding dreams for a public 
television station at UM will come true 
within the next three years, thanks to a 
$1.2 million federal grant and cooperative 
efforts with Montana State University.
The grant will enable UM to establish 
KUFM-TV as a companion to its public 
radio station, KUFM. With the addition 
of KUFM-TV, Montana Public 
Television will serve most of the state, 
adding western Montana to the eastern 
and central Montana areas served by 
KUSM-TV at MSU. KUFM-TV should 
be broadcasting over Channel 11 within 
three years.
The grant will be augmented by about 
$400,000 in matching funds from UM, 
MSU and the state. A two-way video 
and audio link between the two 
universities will allow each to broadcast 
the other’s programming.
Law Dean Retires
Martin Burke has decided to call it 
quits as dean of UM’s law school after 
the 1992-93 academic year and return to 
teaching.
“During the last year, I have become 
increasingly aware of the difficulty of 
attempting to fulfill my many 
responsibilities as dean and yet at the 
same time continue to remain current 
and to teach and research in my area of 
expertise,” he said, explaining his 
decision.
Burke specializes in federal tax law. He 
directs UM’s Tax Institute and teaches 
federal income taxation and partnership 
taxation. He’ll stay at UM.
A 1974 graduate of UM’s law school, 
the Butte native joined the school’s 
faculty in 1977 and became dean in 1988. 
He co-authored the textbook Taxation of 
Individual Income and has long been co- 
editor-in-chief of The Review of Taxation 
of Individuals, a national tax journal.
Mangrove Research
Biological sciences Professor Richard 
Sheridan spent December 1992 to June 
1993 at the University of the West Indies 
in Bridgetown, Barbados, on a Fulbright 
grant to continue his ten-year study of 
mangrove forests. The grant,
1 administered by the U.S. Information 
Agency, was awarded after a national 
competition.
His recent research focused on the 
nitrogen cycle that sustains the 
mangroves—sea water trees he says fringe 
about 70 percent of the world’s tropical
coastlines. Through his research, he’s • 
concluded that the trees thrive in low- 
nutrient sea water because small plants 
growing on them secrete usable nitrogen 
fertilizer that supplements the small • 
amount of nitrogen in sea water.
Mangrove forests provide habitat for a 
variety of birds and mammals and are the 
main food source for near-shore fisheries. 
The trees also form a natural sea wall 
that protects shorelines during 
hurricanes.
Wildlife Research Unit 
Names New Leader
Joe Ball was named leader of the UM- 
based Montana Cooperative Wildlife 
Research Unit in September, replacing 
Bart O ’Gara, who retired after heading 
the unit since 1978. Ball had been 
assistant leader since 1979.
As leader of the unit, Ball will act as a 
liaison between UM and federal and state 
agencies, advise graduate students, obtain 
and maintain research equipment and 
teach. He’ll also continue his own 
research, which includes a project to 
evaluate the effects of habitat 
fragmentation and predator-prey 
imbalances on ground-nesting bird 
populations in Montana and south 
central Idaho.
Before starting work at UM, Ball 
taught at Washington State University. 
He’s been a research officer at South 
Africa’s University of Capetown, a 
National Institutes of Health research 
fellow at the University of Minnesota 
and a wildlife technician for the U.S. Fish ! 
and Wildlife Service’s Northern Prairie 
Wildlife Research Center in Jamestown, 
N.D.
Centennial Kick-off— Missoula Mayor Dan Kemmis, right, speaks during a ribbon-cutting ceremony on the Jacob 
Island Park footbridge. The ceremony, held Jan. 29, signaled the beginning of U M ’s centennial celebration on campus, 
as well as in the Missoula community.
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Scholarships
Kimberly Hammond Memorial 
Upward Bound Book Fund 
UM’s Upward Bound Program rece ntly 
received a $10,500 gift from Gary and 
Donna Hammond of Great Falls in 
memory of Kimberly Hammond, their 
daughter.
With the gift, the UM Foundation has 
established the Kimberly Hammond 
Memorial Upward Bound Book Fund. 
Income from the endowment will be used 
each year to buy books for the use of 
Upward Bound students enrolled at UM.
Upward Bound is a U.S. Department of 
Education-funded program to prepare 
qualified high school students for 
successful college entry and completion. 
UM’s program, established in 1966, 
brings high school students to the 
campus for firsthand experience of 
college life and instruction during a six- 
week summer program.
Kimberly Hammond was an Upward 
Bound student from 1986 to 1989. After 
enrolling at UM, she worked part time in 
the Upward Bound office while she 
pursued a degree in wildlife biology. She 
was a senior earning high grades when 
she died in August 1992.
Indian Law Scholarship 
Trudy B. Miller, a member of the 
Blackfeet Tribe and a third-year law 
student at UM, received $1,200 this year 
as the first recipient of a new annual 
scholarship established by UM’s 
Committee for Indian Law Students.
A UM graduate in sociology, Miller is 
student coordinator of UM’s Indian Law 
Clinic, in which law students gain 
practical experience by working on 
projects for the tribal justice systems. She 
also is president of the University’s 
Native American Law Students’ 
.Association.
The Committee for Indian Law 
I Students—which includes educators,
; attorneys, tribal court judges and 
: concerned citizens—was formed at the 
UM law school in 1991 primarily to 
address the need to train more Native 
; Americans in law.
- Margery Brown, a UM law professor 
|! and founding member of the committee,
I said that of 215 law school students 
|! enrolled in 1992-93, ten were Indians.
I  That reflects a steady increase in Indian 
students in recent years, she said.
: Newton E. and Erna K. James 
‘ Scholarship
Newton “Elder” James of Tucson, Ariz., 
recently contributed $3,000 and pledged
Trudy B. Miller, a third-year law student and member of the Blackfeet Tribe, is shown in the law school library. She 
is the first recipient of a Native American scholarship established by U M ’s Committee for Indian Law Students.
Larcombe Family Scholarship 
James R. ’54 and Mary A nn Larcombe 
’54 of Lakeside and William E. Larcombe
the balance over the next few years to 
establish the Newton E. and Erna K. 
James Scholarship, a $10,000 endowment, 
at the UM Foundation. The endowment 
is expected to generate an annual $500 
scholarship a year when it is fully funded. 
The recipient must be a deserving 
student, but otherwise, the fund is 
unrestricted as to discipline, class year, 
residency or other requirements.
A U.S. Air Force glider pilot in World 
War II, James came to UM in 1949 as an 
associate professor in the Air Force 
ROTC program. He later became a 
professor of air science, and in 1951 
earned a master’s degree in education at 
UM. He retired from the Air Force in 
1959 and was director of student 
counseling at the University of Arizona 
until he retired from the post in 1978.
Erna James graduated in 1939 from the 
University of Cincinnati. She was a 
member of Phi Beta Kappa, Mortar 
Board and Alpha Omicron Pi. Fond of 
campus life and appreciative of higher 
education, she was active in the wives’ 
organizations and activities associated 
with the military and the University 
during the couple’s stay at UM.
James set up the scholarship fund “in 
memory of the happy days my wife and I 
spent with The University of Montana,” 
he said.
’56 of Concord, Calif., recently gave 
commercial real estate to the UM 
Foundation to endow the Larcombe 
Family Scholarship. The award is 
expected to provide about $3,000 for a 
journalism student each year.
Sons of J. Russell “Rusty” Larcombe, 
longtime publisher of the Phillips County 
News, James and William earned 
bachelor’s degrees in journalism at UM. 
Mary Ann majored in business.
James later became publisher of the 
Phillips County News, a position he held 
for twenty-five years. William was a 
newspaperman and theater operator 
before beginning a career with Bank of 
America in San Francisco.
King H onored— Linda Petek, a senior English and psy­
chology major, and her six-year-old daughter Alexandra 
remember the legacy of Martin Luther King during a can­
dlelight ceremony held Jan. 18 in the University Center. 




The 1992 Grizzly football team had an 
unprecedented seventh consecutive 
winning season, going 6-5 overall and 
placing third in the Big Sky Conference 
with a 4-3 record. The team began the 
season with a 25-13 loss to Washington 
State University in Pullman, then 
defeated Chico State University 41-0 in 
I the home opener. After four straight 
losses to Kansas State, Eastern 
Washington, Boise State and Weber State 
universities, the Grizzlies came back for 
five straight wins, beating Northern 
Arizona University 28-27, Montana 
State University 29-17, the University of 
Idaho 47-29 and Hofstra University 50-6, 
all at home. They wrapped up the season 
with a win at Idaho State.
Quarterback Brad Lebo and strong 
safety Sean Dorris were named 
Montana’s Most Valuable Players.
Eleven players earned Big Sky all­
conference honors. Seniors Dorris, Sam 
Davidson, Chad Lembke and Kelly 
McCallum earned defensive honors as 
did junior Todd Ericson and sophomore 
Dan Downs. Lebo, senior Tony Rice, 
juniors Billy Cockhill and Frank Garrett, 
and sophomore Scott Gragg earned 
offensive honors.
UM also had thirty-four players named 
to the Big Sky all-academic team, more 
than any other Big Sky member. Lembke 
and fellow seniors Britt Fred and Mark 
DeBourg were named to the District 7 
Academic All-American team.
Lady Griz Volleyball
For the second year in a row, the Lady 
Griz volleyball team won the Big Sky 
Conference regular-season title—posting 
a 13-1 league mark—and hosted the 1992 
Big Sky championship tournament. 
However, the team fell to the University 
of Idaho 0-3 in the championship game, 
losing a berth at the NCAA playoffs. But 
they were invited to the National 
Invitational Volleyball Championships in 
Kansas City, Mo., where they picked up 
wins over Cornell and Iowa State 
universities. They lost to the University 
of Alabama-Birmingham and 
Washington State University.
1 he team finished the season with a 
19-13 overall record, and UM Head 
Coach Dick Scott was a co-recipient of 
the Northwest Region Coach of the Year 
Award for the second straight year.
Three players were named to the All- 
Northwest Region team and the Big Sky 
all-conference team: junior Jennifer 
Moran and sophomores Karen Goff and
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Linde Eidenberg. Eidenberg and 
sophomore Heidi Williams were named 
to the Big Sky all-academic team.
Men’s Basketball
The Montana men’s basketball team 
lost all five starters from last year’s 
conference champions, but a young 
1992-93 version of the Grizzlies went 
17-11 and finished fourth in the Big Sky 
Conference with just one senior on the 
roster.
It marked the 14th straight season in 
which the Griz have won seventeen or 
more games.
UM’s biggest win was a 68-65 thriller 
over Idaho in Missoula. Two other home 
games ended in disappointing overtime 
losses: an 86-82 double overtime loss to 
Texas Tech in the championship game of
the KYLI7Coca-Cola Classic and a 
65-62 overtime setback to Montana 
State. The Grizzlies avenged that loss 
with a 56-54 win over the Bobcats in 
Bozeman.
A pair of homegrown players led the 
Montana team. Sophomore guard Jeremy 
Lake from Lambert topped the team in 
scoring at 10.5 points per game. Lake was 
the Big Sky Conference’s most accurate 
three-point shooter at 46.7 percent and 
its second-best free-throw shooter at 89.9 
percent. Missoula native Matt Kempfert, 
a sophomore forward, was the team’s 
second leading scorer and its top 
rebounder. He averaged 9.4 points and 
5.5 rebounds a game.
Lake, Kempfert and junior guard Travis 
DeCuire were all named to the 
honorable mention All-Big Sky team.
Fieldhouse workers sweep glass off the Dahlberg Arena floor after Grizzly center Nate Covill shattered the backboard 
during a game with Idaho State Feb. 27. Play action was stalled for about fifty minutes while a new backboard was] 
raised. Replay of the incident was carried by the national news networks the following night.
Women’s Basketball
Montana’s women shared the Big Sky 
Conference basketball title with cross- 
state rival Montana State, but for the 
first time since 1987, the Lady Griz 
weren’t among the participants in the 
NCAA tournament.
UM reeled off thirteen straight 
conference wins, including a 65-49 rout 
of the Lady Cats at home. But on the 
final weekend of the regular season, MSU 
stopped that streak with a 53-48 win on 
their home court. That left both teams as 
conference co-champions at 13-1. A coin 
flip after the game also went to the Lady 
Cats, giving MSU the host role for the 
conference tournament.
UM beat Boise State 70-68 in the 
opening round of the tournament, but 
fell again to MSU in the championship 
game, 64-57.
The Lady Griz, who were ranked as 
high as 26th in the nation late in the 
season, finished with a 23-5 record. It 
marked the thirteenth consecutive 
twenty-win season under Coach Robin 
Selvig. Selvig’s roster included just one 
senior, Joy Anderson, who was also the 
only non-Montanan on the team.
Forward Ann Lake from Missoula led 
the Lady Griz in both scoring and 
rebounding, averaging 12.4 points and 
8.7 rebounds per game. Stevensville’s 
Kristy Langton was second in both 
categories at 9.4 points and 7.0 rebounds 
a game. Point guard Kelly Pilcher from 
Missoula led the Lady Griz in assists and 
steals.
Anderson, Lake, Langton and Pilcher 
were all named to the eleven-member all­
conference first team.
I’ll Trade You...
After losing five starters last year and 
gaining nine new players on this year’s 
wen’s basketball team, the athletic 
department came up with a fun way to 
familiarize people with this year’s 
Grizzlies. "Together with "Taco Bell, which 
funded the project, it produced a packet 
°f fading cards featuring color shots of 
lts fifteen players, three assistant coaches 
and Head Coach Blaine Taylor.
One thousand sets were printed, with 
wore than half distributed at "Taco Bell 
°cations the week of the Griz-Cat game 
*n early February. The remainder were 
istributed at the game, which the 
/izzkes f°st in overtime 65-62. The 
j  featured action shots on the front, 
and biographical and statistical 
^formation on the back.
The Texas Tech Lady Raiders hold up their six-shooters in victory after defeating Colorado in the final of the Womens’ 
N CA A West Regional Tournament, held in the Harry Adams Field House. The Lady Raiders went on to win the NCAA  
Championship behind a record scoring performance by Sheryl Swoopes, third from left. Also pictured are Michelle Thomas, 
Nikki Heath and Kim Pruitt.
UM Hosts NCAA Regionals
by Gordy Pace
March Madness struck Missoula this 
spring as the road to the women’s NCAA 
college basketball Final Four passed 
through The University of Montana 
campus.
UM hosted the West Regional 
Tournament—better known to college 
hoop fans as “the Sweet 16”—March 25 
and 27. Record crowds turned out to 
watch national player of the year Sheryl 
Swoopes and her Texas Tech teammates 
beat USC and Colorado to advance to 
the Final Four in Atlanta. The 
tournament also featured defending 
national champion Stanford University.
In Atlanta, Texas Tech beat Vanderbilt 
and Ohio State to claim the NCAA 
championship. Swoopes scored a record 
177 points in five tournament games, 
including games of 33 and 36 points in 
Missoula. She saved the best for last, 
scoring 47 in the national championship 
game.
Associate Athletic Director Kathy 
Noble, who served as tournament 
organizer, says she was impressed with 
more than Swoopes’ basketball skills.
“I don’t know many All-Americans, 
but she was very down to earth,” Noble 
says. “She didn’t have a big head, and 
she couldn’t have been more 
complimentary of our crowds and our 
hospitality.”
Noble says the first thing Swoopes 
wanted to do in Missoula was see former 
Lady Griz Shannon Cate. Both were on 
the Kodak All-American team last year, 
Cate’s senior season at UM.
Women’s basketball enjoyed record 
television coverage and record crowds 
throughout the tournament this year. In
Missoula, 6,284 fans showed up for the 
opening night, and 7,133 attended the 
championship game between "Texas "Tech 
and Colorado. Both were records for a 
regional tournament in which the host 
university wasn’t playing. Prime Network 
carried Thursday night’s games, ESPN 
carried Saturday’s championship, and 
CBS carried all three games of the Final 
Four.
UM submitted its bid for the 
tournament three years ago and learned 
in summer 1990 that Missoula would 
host the 1993 regional tournament. 
Gordie Fix, owner of the Press Box 
restaurant in Missoula, helped make the 
tournament possible by promising to 
cover UM’s guarantee to the NCAA.
Noble says the first few organizational 
meetings in 1991 focused on getting the 
community involved. UM sold “patron 
packages” to local businesses that 
included tickets and access to all 
tournament hospitality events. Money 
raised from patron packages enabled the 
University to spruce up Dahlberg Arena, 
including refinishing the floor, installing 
new backboards and carpet, and painting 
the locker rooms.
“It was a community effort,” Noble 
says. “I was thrilled with the community 
participation.”
The tournament was so successful that 
Noble says NCAA officials jokingly told 
her Missoula had been named the 
permanent site of the West Regional. She 
says she spied representatives from 
Stanford University, next year’s host, 
taking a lot of notes during the 
tournament. And UM has submitted a 
bid for either the 1996 or 1997 regional.
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Scott Bear Don t Walk stands above the Montana Senate in the Capitol building, where he served as an intern for the 1993 legislative session.
S c o t t  B e a r  D o n 't  W a l k
R h o d es  warrior
by Kristin Rodine
Rhodes scholar, legislative intern, 
friend of Bill: It’s been a memorable 
winter for Scott Bear Don’t Walk.
In December, the 23-year-old 
philosophy major became UM’s 27th 
Rhodes scholar, one of thirty-two 
students selected from a nationwide field 
of 1,275 applicants. In January, he spent 
inaugural week in Washington, D.C., 
receiving advice and a presidential bear 
hug from fellow Rhodes winner Bill 
Clinton. And he spent the 1993 
legislative session as the Mansfield Intern 
of Ethics and Public Affairs, working 
with state Sen. Bill Yellowtail.
“It was an incredible couple of months,” 
Bear Don’t Walk said. “I feel really 
special, or blessed or something.”
Caught in a swirl of state and national 
media attention because of his Rhodes 
win and role as an inaugural guest, the 
soft-spoken senior said he’s relieved to see 
the attention dying down: “It was a lot of 
fun. but I’m glad my fifteen minutes of 
fame are just about over.”
As a Rhodes scholar, Bear Don’t Walk 
will receive two years of all-expenses-paid 
study at England’s University of Oxford. 
A member of the Crow and 
Confederated Salish and Kootenai tribes, 
he said the scholarship is not so much a 
personal achievement as a cultural one: a 
way to further his goal o f bridging the 
gaps between Native Americans and the 
dominant Western society.
“Being Native American today means 
being able, through your culture, to 
adopt to your tribe’s advantage the best 
the world has to offer,” he said.
Bonnie Craig, director of UM’s Native 
American Studies Program, said Bear 
Don’t Walk is an excellent example of “a 
contemporary warrior.”
“The Native American warriors of 
history don’t exist anymore,” Craig said. 
“But we have a new type of warrior, one 
that straddles the fence, has a foot in 
both worlds and is equally strong and 
articulate in both worlds. Scott is that 
type of individual. He’s culturally aware; 
he’s academically articulate.
“He is a wonderful role model for 
Indian men and for Indian students in 
general, who might consider reaching for 
their dream but never do because they 
have a self-esteem problem. It’s that self- 
fulfilling prophecy that we’re raised with 
as Indian people, to not go for things 
because we’re beaten from the beginning. 
Scott is proof that you need to try it 
anyway, that it can happen.”
Bear Don’t Walk was born in Helena 
and grew up in Missoula and Billings. He 
has longstanding ties with UM: He began 
his education in the campus preschool at 
McGill Hall while his father attended 
UM law school and his mother worked 
in the Native American Studies Program. 
He will graduate from UM this spring, 
and hopes to return as a faculty member 
after Oxford and graduate school.
His father, Urban Bear Don’t Walk, is a 
tribal attorney in New Town, N.D. His
mother, Marjorie Bear Don’t Walk, is 
executive director of the Indian Health 
Board of Billings.
It was through his mother that Scott 
achieved his close encounter with 
President Clinton. She was one of the 
Fifty Faces of Hope—people the Clintons 
met on the campaign trail and invited as 
special guests to the inauguration. She 
took her son as her guest.
Bear Don’t Walk said he was most 
impressed by the personal warmth of 
President Clinton, whom he met during 
a luncheon.
“We talked for a couple of minutes, and ' 
he gave me a big Bill Clinton bearhug," 
he said. “It was just a phenomenal 
experience. I felt like he was genuinely 
interested in who I was. It wasn’t just a 
formality; it was a real experience 
between two people. He looks at you and 
he just gives off this warmth. . .  an 
intense, deep focus right on you.”
A former Rhodes scholar, Clinton gave , 
Bear Don’t Walk some advice he plans to 
follow: “Do everything you can, take it 
all in while you’re over there and travel 
as much as possible.”
Rhodes scholarships were established 
in 1902 by the estate of Cecil J. Rhodes, a j 
British colonial pioneer and 
philanthropist.
“I guess I view this scholarship as a 
chance for some of the people that have 
experienced colonization, Native 
Americans, to sort of get back what was < 
taken,” he' said.
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It was cold, and it snowed all day Feb 18 as alumni, 
faculty and members of the Missoula community 
gathered to celebrate the founding of the University 
one hundred years ago. Festivities started with a bang 
as members of Battery A of the First Montana Light 
Artillery fired their cannons on the Oval at noon. 
The Charter Day program, held in the University 
Theatre, drew about 200 people and featured faculty, 
dressed in period costumes, reciting excerpts from the 
original Charter Day speeches, and administrators 
addressing the next 100 years. Afterwards, a 
reception was held in the U C Ballroom, where 
President Dennison was presented with certificates 
documenting UM’s listing on the National Register
of Historic Places.
Clockwise from top: Centennial Coordinator 
Annie Pontrelli introduces the Centennial 
video; artillery members prepare to fire their 
cannons on the Oval; Alumni Director Bill 
Johnston hands a sack lunch to Rep. Bea 
McCarthy of Anaconda as the four original 
units of the University System officially kicked 
off the Centennial celebration in Helena Feb.
17; cutting a Centennial cake at the Capitol 
are from left, Montana Tech President Lindsay 
Norman, MSU President Mike Malone, UM  
Provost Robert Kindrick and Western Montana 
College Provost Mike Easton; John Madden, 
portraying U M ’s first president, Oscar J.
Craig, leads the Charter Day procession.











At UM, and on campuses throughout 
the nation, the threat of sexual assault 
has long been a fact of life for women 
students. That hasn’t changed, but the 
University is trying to do something—a 
lot of things—about it.
UM’s broad-based approach to the 
problem was unveiled last fall when 
President George Dennison announced 
the findings of a twelve-member sexual 
assault task force he had appointed 
nearly two years earlier.
The task force report, still undergoing 
campus review, includes thirty-three 
recommendations. Some of the 
suggestions have ignited controversy; 
others have already been implemented. 
UM’ responses to the top two 
recommendations—a support and 
advocacy center for survivors of sexual 
assault and a prevalence survey—were 
unveiled at the same time as the report.
The survey confirmed what many 
suspected: The prevalence of sexual 
assault is far greater than indicated by law 
enforcement statistics. O f the 2,640 
female UM students who responded to 
the survey, 225 (8.5 percent) reported at 
least one incident of attempted or 
completed sexual intercourse without 
their consent (most in off-campus 
incidents) during the 1991-92 academic 
year. More than two-thirds of the women 
who were assaulted said they told no one 
about the attacks; only 5 percent 
reported the assaults to law enforcement.
The newly established Sexual Assault
Recovery Service aims to help end that 
silence by increasing awareness of the 
problem and by giving sexual assault 
survivors a safe, non-threatening place to 
turn. So far, SARS coordinator Victoria 
Schaller said, that effort appears to be 
successful: During fall semester, thirty 
women turned to the recovery service to 
discuss sexual assaults.
A third of those reported incidents 
were recent (within six months of the 
time they were reported to SARS) and 
involved perpetrators who were UM 
students, Schaller said. Several of those 
incidents resulted in legal action and/or 
student conduct code disciplinary action, 
she said, stressing that it is the victim’s 
decision whether to pursue such actions. 
Another third of the incidents had 
happened within the past two years, she 
said, and the remaining ten women were 
still recovering from assaults that 
occurred more than two years earlier.
One common thread: All of the reported 
incidents were rapes by acquaintances.
The prevalence of acquaintance rape 
has prompted an emphasis on 
educational programs to raise the campus 
consciousness about what constitutes 
sexual assault, Schaller said.
“We’re talking about consent issues and 
resisting peer pressure to have as much 
sexual contact as possible,” she said. “And 
we talk about alcohol and how that 
affects inhibitions, sexual aggressiveness 
and violence. We direct these educational 
efforts equally toward men and women.
“Women can’t stop rape. So most of 
our efforts aren’t directed at women’s 
prevention,” Schaller said. “They’re more
directed toward exploring sexuality as a 
young person who has all of a sudden 
gotten a lot more freedom than they’ve 
ever had before.”
Since statistics show the youngest 
students are the most at risk, much of 
the educational emphasis is directed at 
residence halls and freshmen, Dean of 
Students Barbara Hollmann said. 
Information is distributed at new-student 
orientations and presentations in the 
dorms, sororities and fraternities, she 
said, and training programs help 
residence hall advisers deal with 
situations that may arise in their dorms.
Those measures were taken in response 
to task force recommendations, as were 
such safety-enhancing steps as increased 
campus lighting and an escort service, |  
Hollmann said.
“We’re trying to do as much as we can 
to increase prevention and education,” 
she said. “We have proceeded because we 
thought they were good suggestions for 
the most part.”
Other task force recommendations, 
and the report as a whole, have come 
under fire from UM faculty. In public 
forums about the document, faculty 
members said they agree with the 
expressed intent of task force members, 
but they strongly disagree with the 
wording chosen to frame that intent. 
Recommendations that call for 
“mandatory” educational programs and, 
particularly, “curricular review” were seen 
as threats to academic freedom.
The recommendation that drew the 
most opposition called for revision of 
“language and texts that endorse or
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; uncritically tolerate rape and sexual 
■ assault as sanctioned cultural 
| expressions.” After professors pointed out 
that wording could be interpreted to 
prohibit the study of unexpurgated 
) classics by such authors as Shakespeare, 
Chaucer and Homer, the 
; recommendation was rephrased to state 
that the task force “encourages faculty 
, members to consider incorporating into 
' their courses, when appropriate, content 
[ criticizing representations of rape and 
1 sexual violence as sanctioned cultural 
i expressions”
Debate over the document continues,
> with opponents contending the entire 
t report should be rewritten to accurately 
| and precisely reflect proponents’ intent
and to reflect the concerns of faculty 
members.
At a public forum on the task force 
report, Hollmann urged the campus 
community to keep its focus on the 
problem of sexual assault, saying: “I 
would hate to have a disagreement over a 
bunch of words in a report stop the 
progress we’ve made in response to the 
hurt that students and others are feeling 
on this campus because of sexual 
violence.”
All in all, Hollmann said, responses to 
UM’s efforts to address sexual assault 
have been positive.
“I think the prevalence survey startled 
people, but it also acknowledged that the 
University has attempted to do
something about this,” she said. “And 
that brought a feeling of relief, that we 
can no longer deny this is happening.”
In publicizing the incidence of sexual 
assault among UM students, 
administrators knew they risked 
unnerving parents and scaring female 
students away from the University. But, 
Hollmann said, there was no such 
reaction.
UM’s annual bus tour across the state 
followed on the heels of the widely 
publicized survey results. “We were all a 
little nervous about what the reaction 
might be,” she said. “But the feedback 
that we got was ‘We’re so glad to see the 
University recognizing this problem and 
doing something about it.’”
David Miller, a mem­
ber of the Student 
Escort Service, walks 
Sky Thacker, a fresh­
man in physical ther­
apy, across campus at 
night. Requests for 
escorts have increased 
since a student reported 
a rape in a campus 
parking lot in March.




I n the grand sense, history is the foundation upon which civilization builds. But when 
all is said and done, and historians 
have recorded and analyzed the 
happenings of the world, history is 
really stories—stories of events told by 
people to other people.
Here, as an attempt to capture a 
span of UM’s history, are stories told 
by alumni who were on the scene. 
Included are excerpts from letters 
solicited from alumni and edited by 
the Montanan’s contributing editor, 
Terry Brenner.
Perhaps some of these 
remembrances of times past will 
revive memories of times and events 
long forgot for those of you who once 
studied or worked at The University 
of Montana.
M argare t Jo h n s o n  C h inske  ’2 9 -  
a lumna 
In the fall of 1925,1 came to the 
University from a very small high school 
in the town of Paradise, west of Missoula.
My freshmen and sophomore years I 
lived in Craig Hall, and junior and senior 
years in the Kappa Delta sorority house. I 
made many good friends both in the 
dorm and in the house. While living in 
the house, I met my future husband, 
Eddie Chinske, who was our houseboy 
for two years.
During my years at the University, the 
professors I enjoyed the most were B.E. 
Thomas, Spanish; Mary Laux, women's 
physical education; Edmund Freeman, 
English; and Burly Miller, dean of men.
The dean of women, Harriet Rankin 
Sedman, was not a favorite with all of the
students, but I enjoyed her. She was stern 
but fair.
Some of my fond memories of the U 
are: Aber Day, Foresters’ Ball, 
Homecoming, football and basketball 
games, and the annual sorority and 
fraternity dances.
The places we frequented were the old 
student store behind Main Hall, the 
Coffee Parlor Cafe and the Wilma 
Theatre.
As you can see, I enjoyed my four years 
at the University. It wasn’t  all activities 
and fun times—I did learn a few things.
I was graduated in 1929 with a degree 
in liberal arts and went on to become an 
English teacher and mother.
Arthur Descham ps ’36—alumnus 
I was in school from 1930 to 1936. 
Times were so difficult that I had to drop 
out to work on the ranch from time to 
time. I had to earn my own money riding
the ditch—patrolling the Grass Valley 
irrigation ditches on horseback from 
Target Range to Frenchtown.
The University was a closely knit 
group, and there were a lot of fine- 
looking women there. I don’t think I put 
in more than 65 percent of my time 
studying. I did get one A, but I was a B 
guy.
The professors I remember most were 
Matt Kast, who taught anthropology; 
Harry Turney-High, a little dapper fellow 
who always wore his Phi Beta Kappa key 
on his chest and who would illustrate his 
lectures with incidents and experiences of 
his travels in Africa and the Orient; and 
Brassil Fitzgerald, who taught English. 
When he would quote from Macbeth, we 
would be so taken with what he was 
telling us that he would transform the 
classroom into a kind of dream world.
It never occurred to me what an effect 
those people had on me until after I got 
out. I found myself reading good books 
and listening to good music.
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Margaret Johnson Chinske '29 stands in front of the Math Building, formerly Craig Hall, the first women’s dorm.
Alumni
Ty Robinson '40 stands before Rankin Hall, formerly the 
Law School Library.
IV ’40, L.L.B ’48, and Jean Fritz 
Robinson ’38—alumni 
The student body in the latter half of 
the 1930s numbered 1,800-2,000.
Students became well acquainted— 
especially in the dormitories, fraternities 
and sororities. Most of the students lived 
on or adjacent to the campus.
Dormitories were gender separated with 
j  freshman women in North Hall and the 
men in South Hall. Upperclasswomen 
lived in Corbin Hall until it became a 
| men’s dorm in 1939. Underclass 
j  dormitory students had a curfew of 10:30 
I P-m. on weekdays and 12:30 a.m. on 
weekends.
School expenses were meager by 
today’s comparison. The cost of a 
scholastic year’s tuition, room, board, 
books and incidentals was $400-$500.
Very few students had cars. Buses and 
good old walking transported students to 
downtown Missoula. A show at the 
, Wilma for twenty-five cents, a ten-cent 
i cherry Coke at the Pallas Candy Shop 
j and the bus trip back with your date 
consumed a dollar. Midcalf dresses were 
m, and Marlene Dietrich’s pants made a 
debut with World War II. The 
publication of the yearbook was a highly 
[ anticipated event. Yearbooks were a work 
1. °f art and provided a photographic and 
|i memorable history for each student.
j Maribeth Dwyer ’42—alumna and 
j former staff member
For the class of 1942, commencement 
I exercises in June marked the end of the 
I  carefree, insulated college life we late had I fed—a life that generations of students 
I that came after us would never know.
K__I -----------------------------------------------  —
I
Extracurricular activities included 
Saturday football on Dornblaser Field 
behind Main Hall, excursions to town or 
outlying recreational areas, and social 
and cultural events in the Student 
Union.
The Student Union, now the Fine 
Arts Building, housed the bookstore and 
soda fountain, the student lounge, the 
ballroom and the University Theatre, 
which we thought quite grand, as indeed 
it was compared to the small wooden 
structure it had replaced in 1935.
The ballroom was a popular venue for 
dances in our day before dances took on 
the exalted status of “functions.” Here we 
glided or hopped around the floor to the 
music of the big-band era of Glenn 
Miller, Artie Shaw, Benny Goodman, 
Tommy Dorsey and the like.
Off-campus haunts were Hollyoak 
Drug at the corner of Higgins Avenue 
and Sixth Street and, across the river, 
Jocko’s Gym in the basement of the 
Missoula Hotel on Main; the ballroom in 
the Florence Hotel, now the Glacier 
Building; and the lounge in the Northern 
Hotel, present site of the Depot 
restaurant.
One of my earliest memories of the 
University is of Orson Welles’ “War of 
the Worlds,” broadcast in the fall of 1938. 
This fictitious report of a Martian 
invasion threw people all over the 
country into a panic, including many 
residents of North, now Brantly, Hall.
This dorm for freshman women was 
presided over by the eponymous Mrs. 
Theodore Brantly, who honored the 
spirit more than the letter of the law. An 
astute reader of character, she would 
wink at an infraction when she knew the 
perpetrators lacked nerve for a serious 
transgression. She distinguished between 
the merely mischievous and the truly 
malicious.
Indelibly stamped on my psyche are 
images of such great teachers as Burly 
Miller, who combined history and 
histrionics to make Henry VIII and other 
English monarchs come to life before our 
very eyes; Madame Louise Arnoldson 
and her afternoon teas for her French 
students in her magnificently cluttered 
digs; and Edmund Freeman, whose love 
for English poetry rubbed off on his 
students.
And there was the professor for whom 
I was writing my senior thesis. It was due 
Monday, Dec. 7, 1941, but due to 
circumstances beyond my control, I 
didn’t make the deadline. The teacher 
was understanding. He realized better 
than I the import of that day that would
“live in infamy.” His name was Mike 
Mansfield.
Pearl Harbor ripped us out of our cozy 
campus cocoon. On some level we were 
aware of Hitler’s juggernaut rolling over 
Europe, but we couldn’t know how 
profoundly events so far away were to 
affect our lives.
Tomme Lu Middleton Worden 
’51—alumna 
The University of Montana, after 
World War II and in the early 1950s, 
changed dramatically. Overnight the 
University’s enrollment doubled in size, 
going from approximately 1,500 students 
to 3,000 plus. The demographics 
changed: Through the GI Bill, a college 
education was in reach of men and 
women who had never dreamed of 
training beyond high school. Imagine the 
returning veterans wooing eighteen- and 
nineteen-year-old girls who had 
to be in their dorms or sorority A 
houses by 10:30 p.m. on week 
nights and 1 a.m. on Friday 
and Saturday. In addition, if 
the young ladies were caught j 
climbing out windows or 
jumping off fire escapes, 
they were brought before 1 
the Associated Women 
Students disciplinary 
committee, referred to 
at the Aber Day hi 
jinx as Awful Wages 
of Sin (AWS).
Arthur Deschamps ’36 recalls the time he visited Dean of 
Women Harriet Rankin Sedman in Main Hall to ask per­
mission for his fraternity to hold a fireside.
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Acronyms of the day were GI, VA and 
FHA all mixed up with ASMSU, WAA, 
AWS, SOS, ROTC and more. Temporary 
housing for married students was where 
the University Golf Course is today; the 
development was called “the strip 
houses.” Small modular homes were 
located behind the pharmacy school for 
additional faculty families. Temporary 
classrooms and the infamous Jumbo Hall 
dorm graced the campus landscape.
Many of the temporary structures 
remained intact and in use into the 
mid-’60s.
Aber Day was held in high esteem by 
the students. The law students were 
allowed to practice trial law, the 
journalists published Campus Rakings— 
similar to today’s 
Star and National 
Inquirer—and the 
foresters supplied 
muscle for the 
dunkings at the 
kangaroo court.
The campus did 
get a spring- 
cleaning, but play 
was the thought 
for the day.
Fast foods were 
not as prevalent in 
the late 1940s, and 
dinner was a social 
time—a sit-down 
affair five nights a 
week in the dorms 
and houses. Lucille 
Jesse, wife of the 
vice president, was 
our “Miss 
Manners” and 
would hold forth 
in the dorms and 
houses on how 
young women and men became, and 
acted like, ladies and gentlemen.
Sheila Skemp ’67—alumna
People tend to forget that the notorious 
’60s did not really begin until very late in 
the decade, and they would not capture 
the public attention—or the public ire— 
until the early 1970s. The class of ’67 
actually had a foot in two worlds. We 
were at least as much children of the ’50s 
as we were harbingers of the flower 
children and anti-war protestors who 
followed in our wake.
We arrived on campus before the 
assassinations of President John 
Kennedy—he was killed in the fall of our 
freshman year— Martin Luther King and 
Robert Kennedy. The Beatles had not yet 
made their dramatic appearance on the 
“Ed Sullivan Show.” The Cleavers were
still everyone’s idea of the perfect family. 
The Tet Offensive, the Cambodian 
“incursion” and Watergate had yet to 
occur. We were, perhaps, the last 
generation to assume that our leaders 
were men of integrity. And we responded 
with genuine enthusiasm to a young 
president who asked what we could do 
for our country. Indeed, it was our 
unadulterated patriotism, our unabashed 
faith in the ideal of American democracy, 
that impelled many of us to embrace the 
various protest movements of the 1960s 
and ’70s.
Campus life for those of us who went 
to The University of Montana in the 
mid-’60s, was not much different than it 
was for our mothers and fathers. For
everyone, but especially for women, the 
University acted in loco parentis. All 
women lived in the dorms or sorority 
houses, where they were required to 
abide by a strict curfew. Regulations 
required them to wear dresses to class— 
unless the temperature was below 20 
degrees—and off campus.
The men had their crosses to bear, as 
well. All freshmen and sophomore males 
were subject to compulsory ROTC. Every 
Monday young men donned their 
uniforms, saluted their fellow officers, 
marched in what passed for close-order 
drill on the Clover Bowl for at least an 
hour and prepared to defend their nation 
against all enemies, foreign and domestic.
We may have chafed at these 
restrictions, and we even evaded them on 
occasion. But we never questioned the
University’s right to make the rules that 
regulated our lives. The most docile 
student today would never accept the 
rules that we took for granted.
Change came slowly to The University 
of Montana. Issues like civil rights and 
the Vietnam War did not often invade 
our consciousness. True, professors like 
Alan Kittel, Cynthia Schuster and Leslie 
Fiedler tried their best to shake us out of 
our complacency. But most of us ignored 
current events: The Foresters’ Ball, not 
the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution, 
dominated our conversation.
At the University, the ’60s really began 
in winter 1966, when a few bored 
freshmen women in Corbin Hall decided 
to challenge the men’s dorm to a
snowball fight. 
They issued the 
challenge over a 
local radio station, 
the men promptly 
accepted, and soon 





another with snow. 
But when the girls 
realized they had 
to return to the 
dorm before 1 
a.m., they beat a 
hasty retreat. The 
boys, who did not 
have to worry 
about curfew, 
followed them, 
gathering forces as 
they went and 
continuing to 
throw snow as the 
girls ran into the 
Brandy Hall lobby. A housemother 
called the police, whose presence 
immediately turned an innocent game 
into something mildly more serious.
A silly incident. But when the 
administration decided to suspend “the 
six identifiable” offenders, the student 
body rose in righteous anger. Student 
leaders organized a march to protest the 
fate of the unfortunately identifiable 
young men. The marchers lost their 
battle—the men were suspended—but 
the war had begun. Involvement in the 
protest had given many students what in 
today’s parlance we would call a sense of 
“empowerment.” They began to wonder 
why those freshmen women had to 
return to the dorm at 1 a.m. Why did 
women have hours while men did not.7 
Why could men live off campus while •
Maribeth Dwyer '42 has fond memories of living in Brandy Hall, formerly North Hall.
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women were restricted to University 
housing? Why did dress codes exist? Most 
important, why did we accept all these 
rules without raising a finger in protest?
Given the right political climate, a taste 
of involvement can go a long way. By
1966, the climate was right. The Vietnam 
War was becoming an issue 
everywhere—and Montana was no 
exception. Many students began to 
question, probably for the first time in 
their lives, the fundamental morality of 
their own country’s foreign policy.
The University responded to a growing 
interest in international affairs, 
encouraging speakers from all points on 
the political spectrum to come and speak 
to students about the war. The Kaimin, 
under the direction of its gadfly editor, 
David Rorvik, began publishing editorials 
that sparked even more heated debate. 
Classroom discussions became more 
lively. Informal bull sessions often took 
on a new seriousness.
Most of us left campus for good in
1967, just as the “real” ’60s were about to 
begin. But because we lived in a world 
that changed so rapidly, we can 
appreciate changes since made in campus 
life and can even take a small measure of 
mostly undeserved pride in having begun 
the movement that helped bring those 
changes about.
Tomme L u Middleton Worden ’51, a member of the Kappa Kappa Gamma fraternity, is shown before the Kappa house, 
which helped get nominated to the National Register of Historic Places.
Cary E. Holmquist ’79—alumnus and 
former staff member 
The great social changes of the 70s 
, marched across The University of 
i Montana and, early in the decade,
: deluded the unrest and turmoil that had 
j  rocked larger campuses: sit-ins and 
| takeovers of the ROTC offices, 
demonstrations of all types against the 
Vietnam War or in defense of the natural 
environment.
We massed together and by democratic 
j assertion “deposed” campus officials as in
[loco parentis and revolted against so many by-then-jaded customs and taboos like curfews and single-sex dormitories. We
I
 began replacing them with short-lived or 
later-to- be-jaded customs: Think back 
. on long-haired men with ragged beards,
I: truly worn-out jeans, pot parties, wire- 
| rimmed glasses, granny dresses, smock 
j tops.
But not all was so serious. The annual 
Aber Day Library Kegger, inaugurated in 
1971 with the Nitty-Gritty Dirt Band, 
combined fun and fund raising. Students 
organized and managed a day-long pay- 
at-entry party of live pop music and 
flowing beer. Proceeds were donated to 
buy books for the UM library—and the 
i amount grew each year. Attracting
record-breaking crowds of young folk 
from all over the Northwest, “The 
Kegger” became a locally important 
economic influence and a much 
anticipated celebration of spring, music 
and independence.
Later in the decade the kegger 
apparently grew “too big for its britches” 
and was discontinued. However, the 
tradition of the annual campus spring 
cleanup, for which the school holiday 
Aber Day was instituted in 1915, lived on 
and came to include foot races.
False fire alarms in the dorms were 
probably de rigueur, since they happened 
so frequently across campus, always 
during the wee hours. Taking little 
thought for their own comfort (wink), 
enterprising young men seemed gallant 
enough when they remembered to bring 
blankets. They could wrap—and dare say, 
spark gratitude in—young women who 
stood shivering in the cold, watching the 
fire trucks mill around. (Participating in 
protest marches wasn’t the only “good 
way to meet girls.”)
One real fire in the 70s destroyed a 
Physical Plant shack behind Aber Hall. 
Aberites thought it entertaining to watch 
the bonfire from their superior vantage 
point. They later regretted it when the
humiliating reality set in that the 
building had housed the campus supply 
of bathroom tissue for the entire year.
One of the student hallmarks in the 
decade would have to be streakers—those 
mask-wearing, all-baring runners who 
used any occasion to gain anonymous 
attention. Who can say how many 
participated? In these days we’re not 
likely to extract many sober, voluntary 
confessions.
Cary Holmquist ’79 at home in Salt Lake City.
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You meet the most 
interesting people on the...
Rackrqads of Montana
by Paddy O'Connell MacDonald
A blue sedan stops in the middle of a 
dusty road and beeps its horn. Half a 
block away, a stooped, craggy cowboy 
emerges from a weathered building and 
slowly makes his way down the street, 
muttering as he walks. Withdrawing a 
small key from his down vest pocket the 
cowboy, with gnarled fingers, manipulates 
a padlock on a shabby white building, 
pushes the door inward, and the Polar 
Bar in Polaris, Mont., is open for 
business.
Sonja Tetlie, a retired high school 
counselor from Columbia Falls, collects 
doorknobs. She has more than eighty, 
piled in boxes, resting on table tops and 
window sills, mounted on wood. Packing 
a screwdriver wherever she goes, Sonja 
finds her treasures in chicken houses, old 
restaurants and homestead houses.
Primly, with no apology, she talks of 
taking a knob from a bathroom 
somewhere, inadvertently locking a 
dismayed woman inside. “I prefer them to 
be stolen,” she says, smiling enigmatically, 
of her unorthodox collection.
These are two of many vignettes in 
“Backroads of Montana,” an award­
winning series produced by Gus 
Chambers *85 and Ray Ekness ’83, 
television producers at UM’s 
Telecommunications Center. The series 
consists of half-hour programs hosted by 
William Marcus 74, operations director 
for KUFM. Three shows have been 
completed and a fourth, featuring a 
custom boot maker in Lockwood, a 
balloon roundup in Miles City and the 
Jersey Lilly Cafe in Ingemar, among other 
scenes, is in the making. “We’ll keep 
making these until we run out of money,” 
Chambers says. “Then we’ll beg for 
more!”
Ekness initially received a $15,000 grant 
from the Greater Montana Foundation to 
produce the series. “I wanted to travel 
around, meet interesting people, take
18
time to see parts of the state,” he says. 
“Most people just drive through the state. 
Once you get off the freeway, you meet 
Montana’s real people—and doing this 
film gave us license to ask them things, 
give them a chance to tell their stories.”
“Backroads of Montana” is shown on 
KUSM, KSPS and the MTN network. 
Copies also went to county libraries and 
can be checked out for free. “For a lot of 
these libraries,” Chambers says, “it’s the 
beginning of their video collections.”
Stories—some of them tall tales— 
abound in these episodes. The Polaris 
barkeep—85-year-old Walt Melcher, who 
claims to be “half the population of 
Polaris”—talks of long-ago poker games 
that lasted from Saturday night until 
Monday morning. “We had some good 
games,” he says wistfully, watery blue eyes 
fixed somewhere in the distance. “Them 
times are gone forever.” One of Walt’s 
customers, sipping a Budweiser, talks of 
the night a group of ranchers held a 
hockey game in the bar using brooms, 
cornstarch and a crushed beer can. The 
game ended abruptly when someone 
rode a horse into the room. “We had 
fun!” he concludes with a grin.
One mile from the Victor, Mont., 
landfill the air is rife with airplanes—not 
747s, mind you, but four-pound, balsa 
wood, radio-controlled planes operated 
by members of the Bitterroot 
Barnstormers, who ply their craft at a 
miniature airport consisting of hangers, 
three runways, a windsock and a first-aid 
kit—for the planes, that is, not the 
barnstormers. Conversation ranges from 
detailed explanations of the planes’ 
intricacies to horror stories about crashes, 
which, apparently, are inevitable. “None 
o’ these planes die of old age,” chuckles a 
man in a big yellow hat.
“The segments work because they’re 
centered around people,” Marcus 
explains. “And these people love the 
attention—because it doesn’t happen to
them very often.” The scenes are 
remarkably free of artifice. The Polar Bar . 
scene, for example, “represented faithfully I 
what happened there,” Marcus s^ys.
“There was no coaching.” “That bar was
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i special,” Chambers adds, “because that’s 
the kind of place that won’t be there 
: much longer.”
Isolation, resourcefulness and grit are 
common themes in the stories. We see 
Don Sorensen, a one-man operation 
: keeping Virgelle, a virtual ghost town, 
alive with his antique store, canoe- 
renting service and bed and breakfast. “It
!
was so quiet,” Chambers says of his stay 
at the inn. “There was no sound 
whatsoever. I almost started wondering if 
I my hearing was working properly—until
I
 Ray started snoring.”
Miles down the road we meet Bob and 
Lorraine Otto, operators of the Virgelle 
Ferry, a service to take folks across the 
Missouri River. Lorraine seems delighted
I
 to have the chance to talk to people; she 
cuddles fuzzy goslings for the camera and 
gives an enthusiastic, detailed tour of her 
: small garden. Bob, a taciturn man, takes
everything in stride. “Well, that’s all she 
wrote,” he says after a demonstration of 
the river crossing. It’s a lucky thing Bob 
isn’t easily riled because on its next trip 
the ferry, a jerry-rigged, flat-bottomed 
contraption hung with winches and 
cables, gets stuck on the muddy river 
bottom. A neighbor, Ray Stevens, brings 
his Jeep Cherokee to the rescue. When 
his bumper caves in during the process, 
Stevens is undaunted. He shakes his head 
a few seconds then leaves; soon he’s back 
with “a bigger hammer”—a virtual 
juggernaut of a John Deere tractor. 
“These country people,” Chambers says 
admiringly, “nothing bothers them.”
The programs, a blend of Montana 
landmarks and characters, move 
beautifully. The camera cuts from a 
barbecue at Sorensen’s bed and 
breakfast—complete with succulent ribs, 
cornbread and beans, served up on tin
plates—to lunch with a Wolf Point family, 
eating lasagna, rolls and orange Jell-O 
while discussing the day’s task: 
grasshopper spraying. We are treated to 
an underwater view of the 200-yard-long 
Roe River. The water is pristine; yellow, 
green and amber plants undulate gently, 
and a fat trout swims slowly by. We see a 
calf being released from the branding 
machine, its new wound smeared with 
grease.
The camera makes us privy to the 
recent burial of a soldier who died 115 
years ago at the Little Bighorn 
Battlefield; it allows us a glimpse of an 
archeological dig at Ruby Reservoir, 
where students search for things from our 
prehistoric past. We see ghost towns, 
wind sighing through gaping windows 
and doors, which, co-incidentally, are 
bereft of doorknobs. Makes one wonder 
if Sonja Tetlie paid these towns a visit. . .
William Marcus, right, nar­
rates a scene for “Backroads 
of Montana,” as Ray Ekness, 
left, operates the camera and 
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Just before the road dipped down to the 
gold camp on Skull Creek, it crossed the 
brow of a barren hill and went under the 
out-thrust bough of a great cottonwood tree.
A short length of rope, newly cut, hung 
from the bough, swinging in the breeze, 
when Joe Frail walked that road for the first 
time.
Opening of “The Hanging Tree”
The tree that shades writer Dorothy M. 
Johnson’s grave atop a hill in Whitefish, 
Mont., is no great cottonwood fit for a 
lynching. It’s a middling maple. There’s 
no Skull Creek 
down the hill from 
the cemetery, 





of six-shooters. Yet 
Whitefish of the 
1910s and 70s is 
where Johnson’s 
fascination with 
the West took 
hold. “We were 
kids together,”
Johnson wrote in 
her 1982
reminiscence When 
You and 1 Were 
Young, Whitefish. “I 
was a nice little 
girl. The town was 
a sturdy, brawling, 
mannerless brat 
that took years to 
civilize.”
The “nice little 
girl,” then known 
by her middle 
name Marie, 
tramped the steep 
slopes of Lion 
Mountain, dressed 
in bib overalls and 
packing a
.22-caliber Savage rifle. While her 
widowed bookkeeper mother labored 
many nights over the city books that 
were kept in the police station, Marie got 
an education in “outlaws” by 
interrogating the drunks in the jail, says 
Felicia Stimpson of Whitefish, a 
childhood acquaintance. “She always had 
a very curious mind.” Stimpson recalls an 
occasion when Marie accidently locked 
herself to a desk while playing with the 
sheriffs handcuffs.
“She was a man’s woman, not a
woman’s woman,” Stimpson says. “She 
didn’t Care about dainty women’s 
th ings.. ..She even had a man’s w alk - 
big, long strides.”
What Johnson did care about .was 
writing. By the late ’50s, her stories had 
appeared in Collier’s, the Saturday 
Evening Post, Argosy and Cosmopolitan. 
Two collections of her short stories, 
Indian Country and The Hanging Tree, 
had been published. Time magazine 
compared the best of her stories to those 
of Mark Twain and Bret Harte.
Yet today,
' Johnson is mostly 
f ignored, 
jA - \ remembered
chiefly for three 




(1959), The Man 
Who Shot Liberty \ 
Valance (1962) and  ̂
A  Man Called 
Horse (1969). These 
action dramas 
starring tough guys 
like Gary Cooper, v 
John Wayne,
Jimmy Stewart, Lee 







from female and \ 
Native American g 
viewpoints.
Johnson cared as |  
much about 
Native Americans | 
as about cowboys, |  
carefully
researching tribal 
customs. SheDorothy Johnson at her J-School office desk about I960.
L J





attended various Sun Dances and once 
participated in an all-night peyote 
ceremony of the Native American 
Church on the Crow Reservation. In 
1959, the Blackfeet tribe made her an 
honorary member, giving her the Indian 
name Kills-Both-Places. Two of her 
books, Buffalo Woman and All the Buffalo 
I Returning, told through the eyes of an 
r Oglala Sioux woman, chronicle the
I disintegration of a culture. Buffalo Woman 
| won the National Cowboy Hall of Fame’s 
I Western Heritage Outstanding Novel
I I Award in 1978.
I “A literature professor once told me I 
was inconsistent because sometimes I was
I
for the Indians and sometimes I was for 
the whites,” Johnson explained in a 1983 
magazine article. “I told her that I wasn’t 
fighting anyone’s battles, that I saw
1
* everything from inside the person I had 
created.” And Johnson insisted on 
writing about people she could admire. “I 
must respect the characters I invent,” she 
said. “I won’t associate with anyone I 
can’t stand. If there isn’t something about 
them I respect, I won’t have them in my 
I  mind.”
Johnson studied creative writing at The 
University of Montana in the 1920s with 
the noted English Professor H.G.
Merriam, who encouraged students to 
I  ignore the literary elitism of the East and 
write out of their own experience. “The 
I roots for literature among us should be in 
our own rocky ground,” Merriam urged 
in an essay he wrote.
Johnson adopted this philosophy after 
I  her graduation in 1928. “To write about 
I  the West wasn’t just some decision I sat 
I down and made,” Johnson said. “It was 
I just what I happened to know about.
I  Anytime I write anything that isn’t the 
I West of the 19th century I’m sort of off 
my track.”
■ . In an age when most women were 
j homemakers, Johnson was a career 
B woman, spending fifteen years as a 
j magazine and book editor in New York 
f t City. In 1930 when her first published 
B story, “Bonnie George Campbell,” earned 
her $400 from the Saturday Evening 
I Post—four months pay—Johnson 
ft thought she was on her way. She wasn’t.
|i She wouldn’t publish another story for 
ft eleven years. But she never stopped 
! writing.
“She wrote prodigiously—story after 
r story,” Merriam said. “I think the reason 
I for her success was that she kept at it. 
f t  She didn’t let up.”
'* In 1950, Joh nson moved back to 
ft Whitefish, spending three years as editor 
I of the Whitefish Pilot before moving to
This photo, taken by Mel Ruder, was Johnson’s favorite picture of herself. She joked that the sight of her mounting up 
was enough to make the dog slink away from the scene.
Missoula and settling into a UM office as 
journalism instructor and secretary- 
manager for the Montana Press 
Association.
With the decline in the short story 
market in the early 1960s, she turned to 
non-fiction—The Bloody Bozeman and 
The Bedside Book of Bastards. She also 
wrote books for young people—Some 
Went West, Farewell to Troy and Witch 
Princess. All told, she published sixteen 
books, more than fifty short stories and 
numerous magazine articles.
Poor eyesight plagued Johnson most of 
her life. She experimented with 
outlandish magnifying attachments for 
her eyeglasses. In her later years she was 
unable to read. She also suffered from 
Parkinson’s disease, which left her with 
involuntary muscular tremors.
What never failed was her wit and 
acerbic tongue. Her crotchety letters to 
the Missoulian were dreaded by editors 
and relished by readers. Montanan editor 
Virginia Braun recalls how a 
typographical error in an issue elicited a 
two-word scolding: “Spelling counts!”
“A newspaper feature described me as 
‘sometimes crusty,”’ Johnson bragged in 
one of her famous annual Christmas 
letters. “This delights me, and I’m 
developing crustiness as a hobby.”
Crustiness notwithstanding, The 
University of Montana awarded her an 
honorary doctorate of letters in 1973. In
1976 the Western Writers of America 
honored her with the Levi Strauss 
Golden Saddleman Award for bringing 
“dignity and honor to the history and 
legends of the West.”
She even managed to create legends 
about herself. Before her death at her 
Rattlesnake Gulch home on Nov. 11, . 
1984, Johnson arranged for her grave 
marker to carry the simple inscription 
“Paid.”
“God and I know what it means, and 
nobody else needs to know,” she 
explained.
Johnson visits with Gary Cooper in 1957. He starred in the 
movie The Hanging Tree, based on Johnson’s story.
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by Terry Brenner
Imagine walking into a lawyer’s office 
to have your will drawn up and being 
told the lawyer had never done a will but 
would be happy to have a go at it.
That?s not likely to happen, of course, 
for what lawyer would make such an 
admission? But the fact is, law school 
graduates all over the country enter 
practice with no experience in the 
common legal transactions they’ll handle 
as entry-level lawyers.
For graduates of The University of 
Montana law school that’s not the case. 
“It’s just not enough [for the students] to 
know something,” law Associate Professor 
Greg Munro says. “They have to be able 
to show me how they can apply it.”
This approach makes sense in a rural 
state like Montana, says law Professor 
Martin Burke, dean of the school since 
1988. If UM law school graduates stay in 
state, and most do, they usually join a 
small firm—typically two or three lawyers
strong—a far cry from large urban firms 
that can afford to hire inexperienced 
associates needing steady supervision for 
a few years.
“Preparing people to represent clients 
effectively and efficiently the moment 
they graduate” is the school’s focus, 
Burke says.
It’s unprecedented among U.S. law 
schools, Munro says. “Prestige law 
schools still look with disdain upon 
teaching people to practice law,” he says. 
“They say, ‘We’re teaching people to 
think like lawyers, not to practice law.’ ” 
Taking the practical approach, UM’s 
law school faculty have identified 
common transactions lawyers handle 
regularly. Preparing students to handle 
those transactions has brought about the 
school’s radical program to educate 
lawyers—its competency-based 
curriculum.
Now a dozen years into curriculum
overhaul, initiated by former Dean Jack 
Mudd, the school has established eight 
broad areas in which graduates must be 
competent—areas such as dispute 
resolution and litigation, real estate 
transactions, and estate planning.
Each broad competency includes 
specific tasks or transactions law school 
graduates must be able to perform. 
Embodied in these tasks are not only the 
legal knowledge but also the skills 
required to perform them.
So take, for example, the broad area of 
estate planning and management. 
General competence includes a dozen 
specific tasks like drafting and executing a 
simple will, explaining a living will and 
deciding whether probate is necessary. 
Performing the tasks requires analytical, 
problem-solving, writing, interviewing 
and counseling skills, among others. 
Unlike students at most law schools, UM 
students practice the required tasks in




neiai ranslow, right, discusses a point of law during a mock trial, while Caroline Byrd and Laura Amon confer.
Law School
mock situations.
Blocks of the law school’s new 
curriculum have been in place for several 
years. For example, the faculty built an 
innovative first-year program around the 
concept of “law firms.” These mock firms 
are informal groups of six or seven 
students who meet regularly with a 
second- or third-year student—the firm’s 
“junior partner.” As a group, the students 
solve problems and make decisions 
related to their course assignments while 
getting a good idea of what working in a 
law firm will be like.
Another block, the legal-writing 
program, was hailed four years ago by 
Student Lawyer magazine as one of the 
nation’s most comprehensive. A two-year 
requirement, it emphasizes legal reasoning 
as an inherent part of legal writing.
The school’s unique dispute-resolution 
sequence includes non-traditional courses 
like Pre-trial Advocacy, Trial Practice, 
j Criminal Procedure, Appellate Advocacy 
! and Alternative Dispute Resolution.
Also in place are nine clinics where 
third-year students get real-life 
| opportunities to apply their knowledge 
| and skill. For example, at the Indian Law 
I Clinic, students help Indian tribes revise 
| their legal codes. Another clinic, the 
Montana Defender Project, puts students 
to work with state prison inmates.
Most law schools recognize the 
importance of clinics but provide few 
: opportunities and then only as elective 
options, Burke says. Alone among U.S.
, law schools, UM provides ample clinics 
I and integrates them into the required 
[ curriculum, a distinction he touts.
Although blocks of the overhauled 
curriculum like these are in place, the 
school is still hammering out ways to 
| roesh academics and application in other 
areas of competence.
“We have the competencies,” law 
Professor Bill Corbett says. But in certain 
| areas, he says, “We haven’t conformed 
I the educational program to teach the 
I competencies. Teaching competencies 
| requires students to draw upon several 
j subject areas. You have to throw away all 
I the preconceptions. You can’t teach in 
j discrete blocks.”
■ The issue of required as opposed to
I
'  elective courses complicates matters 
further. The whole point of competency- 
based education is that students learn 
what they need to know for entry-level 
practice. But at UM, seventy-one of the 
ninety credits for a law degree are 
required. Clinic Director Peggy Tbnon,
- an adjunct assistant professor at the 
I school, says students, particularly third- 
year students, gripe about the heavy
requirement load.
“I would like to see students have the 
options of more electives to go into the 
specialized fields that they’re interested 
in,” third-year student Rhonda Lankford 
says.
The complaints don’t fall on deaf ears. 
With the competencies nailed down, 
faculty members have begun to revise 
requirements. The process is slow, 
Corbett says, because it means re­
evaluating all courses in terms of 
competencies and deciding, for example, 
how much of a required course is really 
necessary for competency. Should the 
course be expanded in certain areas? 
Should parts of it become elective?
Four years ago, to help the faculty 
implement its novel curriculum, the 
school hired Munro, a 1975 UM law 
school graduate and Billings lawyer with 
thirteen years’ experience as a plaintiffs 
civil trial lawyer. He’s the school’s first- 
ever professional-skills coordinator and 
more than likely the only such faculty 
member in any U.S. law school, he says. 
Having no law school curriculum or 
professional counterpart elsewhere as a 
model, Munro is pioneering unknown 
territory.
“My own teaching is a laboratory,” he 
says. “My professional skills work takes 
place in my classrooms.” One course 
Munro teaches is Pre-trial Advocacy, an 
unusual course based on statistics 
showing 90-95 percent of all cases filed in 
the U.S. judicial system are settled out of 
court. Working in mock situations, 
students interview a client, investigate 
the facts, come up with a legal and 
factual theory, file a lawsuit and prepare 
for trial and negotiation.
One of his toughest jobs has been to 
design ways of assessing students’ 
knowledge and their ability to apply it.
Laura Amon, a member of UM’s trial team, approaches 
the bench, while witness Nik Geranios, left, listens.
“The standard form of assessment in 
law schools,” Munro says, “is the do-or- 
die bluebook final exam.” But the 
bluebook exam doesn’t test practical skills 
the school has designed into its 
curriculum. To get valid assessments of 
students’ skills without putting unrealistic 
time demands on the instructors, Munro 
has enlisted outside help.
“We have a cadre of people from the 
community who are trained and who 
work with us every year,” he says as he 
describes client-counseling assessment. 
“They role play: They are the client.
They come to the student’s office; they 
present the student with a problem; 
they’re interviewed; and then when the 
interview is over, they turn around and 
critique and assess the student’s work 
and provide me the information by 
which I grade.”
The school’s practical orientation has 
taken flak from law schools inclined to 
dub UM a “trade school.” But Munro 
and Burke say that attitude is changing, 
mainly because the “trade school” label 
simply hasn’t stuck.
“We are very clear about the fact that 
attorneys have to be grounded in the 
theory of the law,” Burke says. “We just 
go a step further and focus on application 
of that theory in a practical context.
We’re convinced that because of the 
emphasis on application of theory, our 
students actually learn theory better.” 
Third-year student Lucy Rudbach, a 
member of the 1992-93 moot court team, 
commends the balance between practical 
skills and theory at UM.
“One of the things that attracted me to 
this school is the emphasis on 
jurisprudence, looking at the reasoning 
behind the law and how it affects 
society—the broader impact,” she says. 
“This law school is really good at that.” 
“Our law school blends academic 
excellence with practical experience,” says 
Billings lawyer Sherri Matteucci, a 1979 
UM law school graduate and president of 
the State Bar of Montana. “By 
developing practical skills, these law 
students have not had to sacrifice the 
academic development that would be the 
focus at other law schools.”
Because the law continually changes, 
Burke says the curriculum will keep 
evolving. But the changes so far have 
produced telling results. In little more 
than a decade, teams of UM student 
lawyers, competing against teams from 
the largest and most prestigious schools 
in the country, have taken first place in 
three national competitions: moot court 
in 1981, client counseling in 1991 and 
trial team in 1992.





The history of Montana’s early women 
lawyers is filled with obstacles and 
ironies, University of Montana law 
Professor Bari Burke has found during 
almost two years of research on the 
subject.
Today about 40 percent of UM law 
school students are women. But just a 
little over a century ago, a Montana 
statute barred women from practicing 
law. Shortly after that law was changed, 
Montana’s first woman lawyer was 
appointed assistant state attorney 
general—about two decades before 
women were allowed to vote in Montana. 
Women lawyers could argue cases before 
a jury, but women couldn’t serve on one 
until 1939.
Montana’s pioneering women lawyers 
struggled to land jobs and be accepted as 
men’s equals. Another old theme— 
juggling family and career—strikes a 
familiar chord today.
“We’re still talking about the 
work/family conflict,” says Burke, who’s 
taught legal writing and Gender and the 
Law at UM since 1981.
Of the women Burke has studied most 
closely, few managed to raise a family and 
practice law at the same time. Some, like 
Margaret Holmes McDowell, a native of 
Great Falls admitted to the bar in 1938, 
practiced law, quit to rear her children 
and returned to the practice after her 
children were grown.
Others, like Emily Mullenger Sloan, a 
South Dakotan admitted to the Montana 
Bar in 1919, raised their families before 
entering law school and practicing law. 
She made tremendous sacrifices to 
become a lawyer but finally had to give 
up the profession.
Burke says she and research assistant 
Margaret Bentwood, now a third-year 
UM law student, set out to “rescue 
stories that would otherwise be lost.”
Margaret Holmes McDowell sits at her desk in 1974 at the 
New York Legal Aid Society’s Office for the Aging.
Those stories focus on the lives of the 
sixty-five women who were admitted to 
the State Bar of Montana between 1889 
and 1969.
The two researchers first compiled a list 
of women admitted to the Montana Bar, 
then thumbed through old phone books 
and city directories to track down those
women or their relatives. One of the first 
relatives they found was Emily Mullenger 
Sloan’s daughter Elsie Amlong of 
Tacoma, Wash.
“We knocked at the door, and Elsie— 
who I believe was ninety-three at the 
time—answered and basically said, ‘What 
took you so long?*” Burke recalls. “She 
had been waiting to tell her mother’s 
story since probably 1920 or *25, and 
nobody had expressed any interest in her 
until now.”
Amlong had saved her mother’s 
writings, including essays; short stories; 
one book of poetry, published in 1909; 
and one novel, published in 1956. Burke 
has had two of Sloan’s essays and two 
biographical summaries of her life 
published and hopes to write a full- 
length biography of this independent 
woman.
“Emily Mullenger Sloan’s life story was 
a gem of a discovery,” Burke says. “I think 
the project is amazing because I have not 
begun to complete a full study of the 
women on the list, and already I have 
found other—although different—gems.’
One such story concerns Edna Rankin 
McKinnon. The youngest sister of the 
nation’s first congresswoman, Jeannette 
Rankin, McKinnon graduated from 
UM’s law school in 1918. She practiced 
law for a short time, then spent her life 
helping set up neighborhood birth 
control centers in the United States and 
abroad.
“Almost none of the people connected 
to this law school had any idea Edna 
Rankin went here or what her life was 
like after she graduated,” Burke says. 
“She’s a wonderful model for women 
who don’t want to go into law practice 
after getting a law degree. It’s important 
for law students to know there are 
alternatives.”
Ella Knowles Haskell, on the other
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Peggy Holmes McDowell, third from left, is pictured with members of Mortar Board in 1937. From left are Pam Fergus 
Ferguson, Joimae Pollock Zimmerman, McDowell, Betty Eiselein Wetzel and Mildred McDonald Oliver.
hand, desperately wanted to practice law. 
After “reading” law with Helena lawyer 
Joseph Kinsley in the mid- 1880s—people 
could then study law with a practicing 
attorney rather than attend law school— 
she lobbied the Montana Legislature to 
change the law preventing women from 
practicing law.
Her persistence paid off. In January 
1889, the Legislature changed the law to 
allow people to practice law regardless of 
their sex. Historian Richard Roeder 
believes that many Montana legislators 
saw the bill simply as a special-case 
exemption.
“For men to allow a single camel into 
the tent was no threat to their world—if 
there were no other noses poking under 
it,” he wrote in the summer 1982 issue of 
Montana: The Magazine of Western 
History.
Haskell became Montana’s first woman 
lawyer and one of fewer than fifty women 
nationwide licensed to practice law. She 
later was named assistant state attorney 
general.
In interviews spanning the country, 
Burke has found that, like Haskell, her 
subjects have shown strength in the face 
of adversity. “None of (them) complained 
or whined or blamed or excused the way 
their career looked or said they 
encountered a great deal of sexism,” she 
says.
On the other hand, I’m sure their 
careers were influenced by the fact that 
they were one of very few women 
I (lawyers) and that some of the people in 
I community might (have been)
I ^comfortable with women attorneys,” 
j she adds. Burke cites Margaret Holmes
McDowell’s experience. Despite a high 
standing in her class and good political 
connections, she knocked on doors for 
four months after graduating before 
landing a job with the National Labor 
Relations Board, in Washington, D.C.
“A lot of her classmates got jobs before 
she did,” Burke says. “One firm said to 
her, ‘We’ll let you apprentice here if you 
pay us.’ I think these women were treated 
well in terms of being treated politely; 
they just weren’t treated equally in terms 
of jobs.”
McDowell began practicing law again
“One firm said, 1 We’ll let you 
apprentice here if you pay us!”
in the late 1960s as a volunteer at the 
New York Legal Aid Society, where she 
now works as an award-winning 
immigration and family-law attorney.
McDowell’s, Sloan’s and Haskell’s 
stories and those of other ground­
breaking women lawyers in Montana are 
interesting in themselves, Burke says. But 
they also give current students models of 
what life after law school can be like and 
help flesh out an important part of 
Montana history.
Her research provides “a whole 
different sense of the legal profession in 
Montana,” Burke says. “It puts in some of 
the actors who were left out when the 
story was written. You get a much fuller 
history of the interesting mix of people 
who stayed in and who left the practice.”
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by Jean Emery
Emily Mullenger Sloan wanted to 
become a writer. She had “a literary bee 
in [her] bonnet” she wrote in an essay. 
But by 1911, the 33-year-old woman had 
born four children, spent about fifteen 
years on an isolated ranch in 
northwestern South Dakota and was 
married to a man intolerant of her 
artistic yearnings.
After what Sloan called a “life-sized 
argument” with her husband, he told her 
that if she insisted on making herself a 
slave to books, why not take a law 
course? It was the only course of study 
he’d pay for, so Sloan eventually gave in.
Because “I couldn’t have that which I 
most desired, I would take what I could 
get and later transform it into that which 
I most needed,” she later wrote.
Sloan studied law through a 
correspondence course but missed
contact with teachers and other students. 
So, in 1917, she entered UM’s law school.
“As for sacrifice, I went without just 
about everything a woman holds dear,” 
she wrote in the essay “Completing My 
Education.” “There was to me only one 
way out of my hardships and that was 
through study.”
When her husband cut off her funds 
and ordered her back to the ranch, Sloan 
sold her law books and took a job as the 
law dean’s secretary.
Although she couldn’t afford to stay in 
law school long enough to graduate, she 
passed Montana’s bar exam and practiced 
in Yellowstone County for three years. 
She then moved to Red Lodge, where she 
was elected Montana’s first woman 
county attorney. After a stint as a 
probation officer in Billings, she moved 
to Washington to live with her daughters. 







Association denied her application for 
admission, Sloan never practiced law 
again. Instead, she sold cosmetics and 
clerked in office supply stores, an 
insurance company and the shipyards. 
But she did keep writing.
UM law Professor Bari Burke, who 
discovered Sloan’s work while studying 
the lives of early Montana women 
lawyers, says Sloan was unusually 
committed to bettering herself.
Her life “was a daily struggle between 
her resolve to achieve autonomy, and the 
social safety and positive regard that went 
with conventional ‘womanhood,’” Burke 
wrote in the spring 1992 Tennessee Law 
Review. “She practiced law and wrote 
stories and poems throughout her life. 
She did both remarkably well, and by the 
time she retired it was difficult to tell 
which she was forced to do and which 
she chose to do.”
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On May 1, 1893, Clarence Prescott was born in a 
homestead cabin near the house where he still lives 
on Campus Drive. This year, both he and the 
University turned one hundred years old. Much of 
the history we are celebrating today, he can 
remember. He remembers when Main Hall was built 
and attended grammar school at the Willard School, 
the same school where UM students were taught 
before UM’s buildings were complete. Although he 
has some difficulty getting around, friends help tend 
his garden, and, yes, the gladioluses are lovely as ever.
Clockwise from left: Clarence Prescott Jr. Clarence relaxes on his porch, rebuilt in 1990 by volunteers. Clarence 
sits at a table in the parlor where he lives; a collection of hats hangs by the door. Clarence working in his garden. 
Photos taken by Brendan R. Moles between 1990and 1992.
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Classnotes have been 
compiled and edited by 
Paddy O ’Connell Mac­
Donald. I f  you would 
like to submit informa­
tion, please write to her 
c/o the Alumni Office, 
Brandy Hall, Univer­
sity o f Montana, Mis­
soula, M T  59812-1313.
Willie DeGroot '46 Xenia Batista, M.A. '49 Jack Dietrich ’48, J.D. '49
) 20s C.W. “B ill” B urns x’29 was a delegate to the Republi­can National Convention in Houston this August. Bill lives in Scottsdale, Ariz.“D o n  N e lso n  ’29 and I 
have been married 62 years,” writes H elen  W ick es  
N elso n  x’30. “Our three children all graduated from 
UM: D on ald  Jr. in ’58, N an cy  N elso n  Taylor in 
’59 and C aroline N elso n  Sagunsky in ’64. We have 
seven grandchildren who are college graduates and one 
still working on it. We also have two great­
grandchildren. Don has been retired 20 years but is still 
consulted about trees.”
)30s G eo r g e  S c h o tte  ’30 received the Montana Tech Foundation’s award for distin­guished leadership in June. George, who is retired, lives in Butte.
M ary R ose B lom strom  ’32 retired from her real 
estate and insurance business after 55 years in business. 
She lives in Cut Bank, Mont.
K enneth  H. D avis ’32 is retired and lives in Bill­
ings with his wife, Pearl. They have three children and 
nine grandchildren. He writes: “My wife and I enjoy 
reasonably good health and have traveled extensively 
both in the United States and foreign countries. It has 
been a full and satisfying life, and I credit The Univer­
sity o f Montana for a large part in making it so.”
Rose Mary Southworth M egee ’32 and her hus­
band, Ora, celebrated their 60th anniversary at their 
ranch home near McAllister, Mont.
A rne N ou san en  ’37 of Hamilton, Mont., was 
named Senior of the Year by the Ravalli County Coun­
cil on Aging at a reception last June.
Frederic P. H olbrook ’39 is a semi-retired lawyer 
in Bellevue, Wash. He and his wife, Eleanor, have 11 
grandchildren and two great-grandchildren.
)%
M yron S. Marra ’40 and 
his wife, Jeanette, live in Shelby, 
Mont., where he is secretary 
and treasurer of Marias River 
Electric Co-op and president of 
the Shelby Gas Association. 
He and Jeanette have been married 52 years and have 
four children and four grandchildren.
Marge Savage Cam pbell ’43 is president and 
C.E.O. of Campbell Group Ltd., a real estate asset 
management firm in Long Beach, Calif.
Arthur M. “D ek e” Sanderson '43, M.A. ’48, has 
joined the board of directors of S.E. A.T.S., a support 
group of the Tampa Bay Performing Arts Center. He 
has retired as professor emeritus and founding chair 
of the School of Mass Communications at the Univer­
sity o f South Florida in Tampa.
Ruby Plum m er W ood ’43 of Portland, Ore., 
writes: “I’m tap dancing with a senior citizens’ group 
called the Ruth Sandborn Dancers. We perform for all 
kinds o f occasions—fairs, zoos, retirement and nurs­
ing homes and conventions. I also ‘created’ seven won­
derful children. Now I’m married to an especially good 
friend, Zeke W ood, class of ’44.”
W illie  D eG root '46 of Cut Bank, Mont., was 
recently presented with an Award of Merit by the Mon­
tana High School Association for his outstanding serv­
ice and commitment to sports in Montana. The award 
was presented by Superintendent of Schools Barbara 
Barker Parker 73 , M.Ed. ’82.
Sherm an V. Lohn '46, J.D. ’47, senior partner in 
the law firm ofGarlington, Lohn and Robinson in Mis­
soula, was recently elected to the American Judicature 
Society’s board of directors at the society’s annual meet­
ing in San Francisco.
D o n  C oe ’47, editor and publisher of the Plainsman 
for 44 years, has sold the paper and retired. He lives 
in Plains, Mont.
District Judge Jack L. Green ’47, J.D. ’48, has retired 
after nearly 30 years on the bench. He and his wife, 
Pat C oh e ’44, live in Missoula.
John M. “Jack” D ietr ich  ’48, J.D. ’49, received 
the William J. Jameson Award at the State Bar annual 
meeting in Butte this June. The award is made annu­
ally to the attorney or judge who exemplifies the epit­
ome of professionalism. Jack and his wife, A nne  
Kiefer D ietrich  ’50, live in Billings, where he is a part­
ner in the law firm of Crowley, Haughey, Hanson, Toole 
and Dietrich.
V in cen t K eller x’48 writes: “I am serving as presi­
dent of Oslo #35, Sons of Norway, this year.” He lives 
in Bremerton, Wash.
X en ia  Batista, M.A. ’49, is comptroller of several 
companies and professor of social sciences at the 
University of Panama. She recently assumed the posi­
tion of 1992-94 governor of Soroptimist International 
of the America's Caribbean Region. She lives in El 
Dorado.
M artin T. Farris '49, M.A. ’50, is a regents’ profes­
sor of transportation emeritus at Arizona State Univer­
sity in Tempe.
Paul H aw kins ’49 of Anaconda, recently sold 
three manuscripts of his novels to Signet Books, with 
an option to sell a fourth. He’s currently working on 
his tenth book, Soiled Dove.
P hilip  R. M agee ’49 has retired after 40 years in 
the Presbyterian ministry. He and his wife, Dorothy, 
live in Naples, Fla.
W illiam  ’49 and Charlotte T hom pson Magels- 
sen  ’49 have retired and live in Sequim, Wash.
John J. O sborne ’49 was elected to his third term 
as trustee on the Glacier Electric Corp. board. Jack and 
his wife, M arion Badgley O sborne ’47, live in Cut 
Bank, Mont. They have four children, two of whom 
are UM graduates.
)50s Pete P rlain  x’50 lives in Portland, Ore., where he is host of a television show, “How to With Pete," which has been syn­dicated nationally for the past 18 years and is currently seen 
on the American Family Entertainment Network. He’s 
also heard on over 225 radio stations each Saturday
Pete Prlain x’50 George Bovington ’57, J.D. ’58
morning on the American Forum Network program, 
“America Remodels with Pete Prlain.”
G eorge Gogas ’51 lives in Missoula, where he is a 
painter. Recently his work was selected for inclusion 
in “German and American Art in the Post Unifica­
tion Period," a traveling exhibit that toured the United 
States and Germany.
James M urphy ’51 lives in Reno, Nev., where he’s 
a CPA and a retired partner and consultant to Grant 
Thornton, an accounting firm. He was elected in May 
to the board of Sierra Pacific Resources.
Jim W ylder ’51 won Best of Show for his color pho­
tographic print o f historic Marysville at a juried pho­
tography show at Helena’s Civic Center. Jim and his 
wife, Fran Jorgenson W ylder ’53, live in Great Falls.
A1 M anuel ’52, who lives in Alberton, Mont., trav­
eled with other Grizzly fans to the Kansas State foot­
ball game in Manhattan. While there, he had a reunion 
with an old pal, Bob Bruey, with whom A1 served in 
the Navy. They’ve been corresponding for 45 years, but 
this was their first visit.
Paul H ansen ’53 is a judge for the Superior Court 
of the state of Washington for Snohomish County. He 
lives in Mukilteo.
Carl W ohlgenant ’53, M.A. ’64, retired from fed- I 
eral service after 30 years with the U.S.Department of 
Agriculture. He and his wife, Annetta, are enjoying 
the leisure years, camping and visiting their children.
D oug B eighle ’54, J.D. '58, is senior vice president 
and secretary o f the Boeing Co. in Seattle.
Jack D o llan  ’54 was one of three consultants who 
organized and conducted a Park Planning and Recrea­
tional Trail Development workshop in Taiwan. Jack 
lives in New Orleans.
W illiam  F. O ’C onnor ’55, M.Ed. ’58, is retired and 
lives in Butte.
Patsy A nderson  Brown ’56 was selected to rep­
resent the Mediterranean Region of the Department 
of Defense Dependents Schools as one of the educa­
tors who will evaluate worldwide writing samples in 
Washington, DC., this June. The assessment was under 
direction of the Bay Area Writing Project of the Univer­
sity o f California at Berkeley. Patsy has taught with the 
Department of Defense system for 11 years at Camp 
Darby in Pisa, Italy.
JoAnn La Duke H aley ’56 and her husband, Wil­
liam, live in Lake City, Fla. They have four children. 
One of them, Jim bo, made the U.S. Olympic Team for 
Modern Pentathlon and competed in Barcelona, 
Spain, this July.
Jean H ollingsw orth  Peterson ’56 is director of 
the Presbyterian Church hand bell choir in Butte.
D arlene E. Spek ’56 lives in Sunnyside, Wash., 
where she’s been a physical education teacher and a 
counselor for more than 30 years.
Dean Martin Burke has appointed G eorge G. 
B ovington  ’57, J.D. ’58, to the UM School of Law 
Board of Visitors. George lives in Seattle, where he is 
an attorney. He and his wife, Betsy, have three grown £ 
children.
Tom D oohan ’58, M.Ed. 71, and his wife, Margot, 
own the O’Duachain Country Inn in Btgfork, Mont. 
The inn was featured in the April 1992 edition of Conn- |
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M arvin Schlabs ’64, 
right, o f Portland, Ore., 
received the Independent 
Pharmacist of the Year 
Award for 1992 from the 
National Association of 
Retail Druggists. The 
honor included a cash 
award, which Marvin 
donated to UM ’s 
Pharmacy Program 
Scholarship Fund. Marvin Schlabs '64 Thomas Sternal, M.A. '66 Lana Richards Batts '68
try Inns Magazine.
Ardythe Romstad H edges ’58 writes: “In July *92 
I received my M.S. degree in speech pathology from 
Minot State University at an age when most are con­
sidering retirement!” Ardythe and her husband, Don, 
live in Antelope, Mont.
John S. M acM illan ’58 is chairman of the board 
and chief executive officer of Glacier Bank in Kalispell.
D en n is Tate '58 is a registered planner with the 
International Association of Registered Financial Plan­
ners. He lives in Missoula.
M ay P ierson  V allance '58 lives in Hamilton, 
where she is a retired school teacher. She has written 
two books for children, The Yellow Pine Tree and Billy 
Billy Goat.
Larry Pettit ’59 is president of Indiana University 
of Pennsylvania in Indiana, Pa. He and his wife, Libby, 
maintain a summer home in Missoula.
Shari A nderson  Pettit '59 is assistant professor 
of health information management at Carroll College 
in Helena. Recently, she received tenure.
A  f  D orothy Thom as Jones
W M  M  ’60 writes: “I retired after 25 
9 I a I  1 ^  years in elementary education,
■  and we recently sold our
M / i ^  excavating business in
Colorado.” She and her hus­
band, Don, have moved to Loon Lake, Wash.
K enneth  C. M lekush '60 is president and chief 
operating officer of Southland Life Insurance Co. in 
Atlanta.
D oug B aldw in ’61 teaches ceramics at the Mary­
land Institute College of Art in Baltimore, Md. His 
daughter, Tracy, is a first-year law student at UM.
John F. Kavanagh '61 is publisher arid editor of 
the Shelby Promoter in Shelby, Mont. He was recently 
honored with one of the Master Editor/Publisher 
Awards by the Montana Newspaper Association at 
their annual convention in Hamilton.
Raymond R. Bruce ’62, M. A. '65, recently gradu­
ated from Virginia Tech’s Northern Virginia campus 
with a doctorate in public administration and public 
affairs. He’s working for the Fairfax County Office of 
County Executive Strategic Management Team in 
Fairfax.
Col. Ed Canty '62 retired in July from the Montana 
Army National Guard after 30 years of commissioned 
service. He lives in Helena.
Bob Harlan '62 retired as principal at Hardin Mid­
dle School after 30 years in education.
Carl Lehrkind III x’62 lives in Bozeman, where 
he is president of Lehrkind’s Inc., a Coca-Cola dis- 
tributership. Recently he was named to the board of 
directors for Entech Inc., a non-utility subsidiary of 
The Montana Power Co.
Felicia Hardison Londre ’62 is a curator’s profes­
sor for the Department of Theater at the University 
of Missouri in Kansas City.
Bob M cK innon  ’62 lives in Great Falls, where he 
teaches English at C.M. Russell High School. In his 
spare time he writes screenplays and performs as “Banjo
Bob” with symphony choirs, orchestras and bands.
D orothy Pem berton Laird ’63 lives in Kalispell, 
where she is county superintendent o f public schools. 
She is chairperson of the 1992-93 United Way of Flat- 
head County fund drive.
Gary T. C um m ins ’64, M.A. ’69, has returned 
from Cairo, Egypt, where he served as a volunteer with 
the International Executive Service Corps. Gary was 
recruited by IESC to assist The American University 
in Cairo.
Rhys E. H anson , M.Ed. ’65 recently opened an 
audiology clinic in Vancouver, Wash.
Harley Ruff ’65, M.Ed. 76, is principal of Elk Ridge 
Elementary School in Buckley, Wash.
D ana Boussard ’66 is working on a commission, 
“The Historic Statehouse Murals,” which will hang in 
the state capitol in Boise, Idaho. She and her husband, 
Stan Reifel, live in Arlee.
Tom Sternal, M.A. ’66, is chairman of the art 
department at M orehead State University in 
Morehead, Ky. Recently, he received the Governor’s 
Award in Arts in the community division.
N ils  R osdahl ’67, journalism instructor and 
newspaper adviser at North Idaho College in Coeur 
d’Alene, won the 1992 Noel Ross Strader Award from 
College Media Advisers.
Robin M cC ann Turner ’67 lives in St. Louis, Mo., 
where she is on  the faculty o f the St. Louis 
Psychoanalytic Institute. She’s also assistant professor 
of psychiatry at St. Louis University’s School of 
Medicine.
Lana Richards Batts ’68 is president and CEO 
of the American Financial Services Association in 
Washington, DC. She and her husband, Joseph Batts 
“68, live in Arlington, Va.
John Carl, J.D. ’68, has retired as vice president and 
secretary of The Montana Power Co. in Butte after 24 
years of service.
Gary D . Funk ’68 is director of choral activities at 
Mount Union College in Alliance, Ohio. He and his 
wife, Sylvia, have three daughters: Sonja, Natalie and 
Angela.
Lem Elway ’69, who lives in Anacortes, Wash., was 
elected to the Washington State High School Baseball 
Coaches Hall of Fame.
M atthew  M errens, Ph.D. ’69, a psychologist at 
State University o f New York in Plattsburgh, recently 
co-wrote a book, The Undaunted Psychologist: 
Adventures in Research.
_  L arry C yr 7 0  has co-
■  written the book, Lessons in the
/  * I t  Gulf War. He and his wife, Judy
/ 1 1C W ill i  am s ’67, a reading
M A  1 ^ ^  specialist, live in Crofton, Md.,
■  where Larry works for Army
•  Intelligence.
Janet Boyer K enney 7 0  and her husband, Tom  
K enney *64, live in Hinsdale, 111., where Janet teaches 
private voice lessons at four area high schools. She has 
sung with the Lyric Opera Chorus, the Chicago Opera 
Theatre and is presently singing in the Chicago
Symphony. Tom is emergency operations officer at the 
regional office of the Federal Aviation Administration.
W illiam  M eadows 70, a training specialist for the 
USDA Forest Service, retired after 26 years of federal 
service. He and his wife live near Trout Creek, Mont. 
They have three children: Renita, Maria and Jake.
Gary Rebal 7 0  o f Great Falls was named 1993’s 
chairman of the board of the Montana Automobile 
Dealers Association.
Bruce M. W hitehead  70, M.A. 71, Ed.D. ’80, 
received the 1992 National Distinguished Principals’ 
Award. Bruce lives in Missoula, where he is principal 
at Hellgate Elementary School.
Marlys B oschee 71, M.Ed. ’89, is a faculty member 
in the curriculum and instruction department at the 
University of South Dakota. She lives in Vermillion.
Linda M ifflin Edwards 71, a second grade teacher 
at Highland Park Elementary School in Lewistown, was 
one of three finalists for the Montana Teacher of the 
Year Award.
Navy Cmdr. R onald E. R atcliff 71 recently 
returned from a six-m onth deployment to the 
Mediterranean and Red Sea on the aircraft carrier USS 
Saratoga Battle Group.
R ichard  S im on ton , J.D. 71, an attorney in 
Glendive, was named a trustee of Dawson Community 
College.
“When Montana Sings,” a television commercial 
promoting tourism in Montana, won top honors in 
the Travel Industry A ssociation  of America 
competition. The song for the ad was written by Mark 
Staples 71, a Helena attorney.
Jack C loh erty  72  is an investigative reporter for 
WRC-TV in Washington, D.C.
Stephen R eynolds 7 2  is vice president of Holly 
Hybrids and lives in Sheridan, Wyo.
D avid  W ilco x  72, M.P. A. ’80, and his wife, Jean  
K ettler W ilcox , M.A. 76, J.D. ’80, live in Flagstaff, 
Ariz., where David is city manager and Jean is an 
attorney.
Dave D ickm an  73 is a controller at Blackfoot 
Telephone Cooperative and is president of the board 
of directors of Big Brothers and Sisters. He lives in 
Missoula.
K en Jones 73  lives in Clark, C ola, where he owns 
a resort. The resort, The Home Ranch, was recently 
on the cover of 7ravel and Leisure and was featured in 
Bon Appetit.
Steve La Ranee 73, a Missoula artist, had his work 
featured in a nationwide vodka advertisement 
appearing in USA Today in January. The artwork, 
“Absolut Montana,” was unveiled Jan. 12 at the Holter 
Museum of Art in Helena.
Lt. Col. Leonard G. (Gary) Swartz 73 and his 
wife, H o lly  G leason  Swartz 73 , are living in 
Schweinfurt, Germany, where Gary is a field artillery 
battalion commander. Holly is active in community, 
church and school activities. They have two children, 
Rachel and Matthew. “We always look forward to our 
visits to Montana and eventually plan to settle down 
in Western Montana,” they write.
D oug A verill 74  and his wife, Maureen, own 
Flathead Lake Lodge in Bigfork, Mont. The lodge was 
featured in the April 1992 edition of Country Inns 
Magazine.
Raul Cano, Ph.D. 74, is a professor at California 
State University in San Luis Obispo. Recently, he 
received the CSU Biotechnology Faculty and Research 
Award.
D oug C hadw ick, M.A. 74, who lives in the 
Flathead Valley, recently published a book, The Fate 
of the Elephant. Doug, who writes for several magazines, 
including National Geographic, has circled the globe 
four times while studying elephants.
D on  V. H ansen 74 is district manager for Lindsey 
Morden Claim Services in Engelwood, Colo.
D enn is H ildebrand 74  lives in Superior and
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Stephen Reynolds ’72 Perry J. Cole ’79, M.B.A. ’80
works for the Superior Ranger District.
Marsha Stokke Lowe, M.A. 74, was elected 
president of Missoula's Southgate Mall Merchant’s 
Association. Marsha owns Party, a retail party and gift 
store in the mall.
Stuart E. “Ted” Putnam, M.A. 74, Ph.D. 76, is 
an equipment specialist at the U.S. Forest Service 
Missoula Technology and Development Center. He 
received the Government Employees Insurance 
Company Public Safety Award in fire safety for 1991.
A lan  T hom pson  74  lives in Pullman, Wash., 
where he’s a counselor at W ashington State 
University’s Minoroty Student Center.
Gary M adison 75 is a real estate loan officer at 
Valley Bank in Kalispell.
Ken Briggs 76  is the international student adviser 
and an instructor of English as a second language at 
Rocky Mountain College in Billings.
K athleen  “K itty” Corak 76, M.Ed. 79, is dean 
of undergraduate studies and director of institutional 
research at Minot State University in Minot, N.D. She 
and her husband, Ladd, have three children: Morgan,
Loma and Rachel.
Joan E. Crosby, M.Ed. 76, is curriculum vice 
principal at U.S. Grant High School in Portland, Ore.
Hal Hawley, Ed.D. 76, elementary school principal 
in Broadus, Mont., received the Montana School 
Board Association’s first School Community Service 
Award.
Lt. Col. K atherine M. K ennedy 76, J.D. ’80, 
works in the judge advocate general’s department of 
the Air Force in Washington, D.C. She and her 
husband, Ted Gearhart, live in Arlington, Va.
John T. N ich o ls, M.B.A. 76, recently passed the 
CPA examination. He lives in Covington, Tenn.
Jim O pitz, M.Ed. 76, is activities director o f the 
Helena Public Schools.
James D. Peterson, M.Ed. 76  has published a 
book, A History of KUTZ “KILTS” Radio: The Beacon 
of Glasgow. A  former KLTZ broadcaster, James is a 
counselor at Wolf Point High School in Wolf Point, 
Mont.
Jim Schultz, M.Ed. 76, is an English instructor at 
Dawson Community College in Glendive, Mont. He 
recently was chosen by the school to receive the 
Burlington Northern Achievement Award.
Dave Filius, M.A. 77, retired from the Forest 
Service in December after 33 years of government 
service. He and his wife, Betty, live in Hermantown, 
Minn.
Clay M organ, M.F.A. 77, who lives in McCall, 
Idaho, recently published a novel, Santiago and the 
Drinking Party.
The artwork of V ick ie  Peterson Rubie 77 of 
Missoula has been featured at the Sandpiper Gallery 
in Poison, Mont.
Peggy M orris B row nlee 78  is a pharmacist at 
Buttrey Food and Drug Pharmacy in Missoula.
K ristina V anSchoick Engen 7 8  is a customer
support representative for Dealer Information System 
in Bellingham, Wash. She and her husband, Michael, 
have two sons.
Paul F iskness 7 8  is vice president of Bechtel 
Financing Services in San Francisco.
June Garton Gregory 78 lives in Hardin, Mont., 
where she is a second grade teacher at Hardin Primary 
School. She and her husband, Clay, have three 
children: Clint, Jeremy and April.
Suzanne Lagoni 78  lives in Anaconda, where she 
is public affairs manager of Atlantic Richfield’s 
Montana facilities.
M ary Bartholet M cH ugh 7 8  lives in Missoula, 
where she is a pharmacist at Buttrey Food and Drug 
Pharmacy.
J.K. “K im ” S im m ons 78  is starring in the 
Broadway revival o f Guys and Dolls in New York City.
M onica Bauer 79, M.F.A. ’90, teaches art at 
Northern Montana College in Havre.
Perry C ole 79 , M.B.A. '80, is assistant treasurer 
for the utility group of The Montana Power Co. He 
and his wife, M ary Jo W ells C ole  79, live in Butte. 
They have three children.
Justin Cross 79 is chief financial officer at Dawson 
Community College in Glendive.
Bradley Harr 79 manages the Idaho branch of the 
special resource management of The Montana Power 
Co. Brad lives in Boise.
Sherry Scheel M atteucci, J.D. 79, is the first 
woman to be elected president of the State Bar of 
Montana. Sherry lives in Billings, where she is a partner 
in the law firm of Crowley, Haughey, Hanson, Toole 
and Dietrich.
R ichard R obbins, M.F.A. 7 9  and his wife, 
Candace Black, M.F.A. 79, live in Mankato, Minn. 
Richard received a National Endowment for the Arts 
fellowship for published writers of poetry.
Sit on the 50-Yird Line 
or Courtside 
For Every Game
With Our Exclusive VHS Highlight Tapes o f 
Griz Football and Griz or Lady Griz Basketball 
A  G reat G ift Idea!
O r Just Relive the Excitem ent Yourself!
DON’T WAIT.. .ORDER NOW!!!
Please send me the following tape(s):
______ Copies ’92 FB Highlights @ $20
______ Copies ’93 FB Highlights @ $20
______ Copies ’92-3 BB Highlights @ $20
______ Copies ’93-4 BB Highlights @ $20
______ Copies ’92-3 LGBB Highlights @ $20.
______ Copies ’93-4 LGBB Highlights @ $20?





CITY, STATE, Z IP _________________________________
___ Payment Enclosed (Check to The University of Montana)
___ Please charge to:____ VISA___ MasterCard




The University of Montana 
Missoula, Montana 59812 
..................F O R  INFORMATION PHONE (406) 243-5405.................
A UM CENTENNIAL PROJECT
GRIZZLY





1 6 95EACH (Includes postage and handling) 
To order your copy, please call 1-800-862-5862
Foreword by Maureen and 
Mike Mansfield 
The Alumni Association has commis­
sioned Montana Magazine to create this 
new 100-page pictorial including his­
torical images, lavish new four-color 
work of the campus and student life 
today as well as an exciting day-in-the- 
life-of freeze frame of seven students, 
faculty and administrators. A memo­
rable look at the life of the university, 
l yesterday and today. Softbound, 
printed on high quality gloss paper, 
durable plastic laminated cover.
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» Steve A. C ook  ’80 lives in
Eagle River, Alaska, and is a 
/  L  1 1  S  com puter scientist for BP 
f l t l  Exploration Inc.
■ D en n is H eggem  '80 is a
^  7 %  / 1 |  pharmacist at Owl Pharmacy 
in Havre, Mont.
Gary W. M yers ’80, M.B.A. ’84, is a certified 
management accountant at Semitool Inc. in Kalispell.
D oug Trost *80 is choir director at Wolf Point High 
School.
Fred B ull, M.Ed. ’81, of Livingston, is the Shields 
Valley Schools superintendent.
D iana Burke '81 is credit administrator for Bank 
of America’s Northwest Residential Production Center 
in Portland, Ore:
John P. Grotzinger, M.S. ’81, a professor at the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, received the 
Young Scientist Award from the Geological Society of 
America at its annual meeting in Cincinnati in 
October.
Sandra A lcosser, M.EA. ’82, directs the creative 
writing program at San Diego State University. For the 
next three years she’ll teach in San Diego half the year 
and spend the other six months writing short stories 
and poetry at her second home outside Florence, 
Mont.
James “R it” B eilis ’82, J.D. ’89, and his wife, Julie 
Curtiss ’91, live in Window Rock, Ariz., where they 
both work for the Navajo Tribe—Julie as a geologist 
with the Abandoned Mine Lands program and Rit as 
an attorney with the Department o f Justice.
Pat D onahue ’82 and his wife, Kate, live in Hixson, 
Term., where he is an engineering technician for 
Ebasco.
Brian H olland, J.D. ’82, lives in Butte, where he 
recently joined The Montana Power Co.’s legal
department. He and his wife, Cindy, have one child.
B onnie G ilbert Josephson ’82 is a resource room 
teacher at Big Timber Grade School in Big Timber,
Larry Kuder ’82 and his wife, Ruth Anne, live in 
Hopkins, Minn., where Larry is service adviser for 
Town and Country Dodge.
John Pearson ’82 is general manager of Predictive 
Maintenance Ltd. in Lynden, Wash. He lives in West 
Seattle.
D ix ie  Stark ’82, M.A. ’87, directs the literacy 
program in Hamilton.
E. Lee Coates ’83 is an assistant professor of biology 
at Allegheny College in Meadville, Pa.
C harlie O ates ’83 and his wife, M oira Savage 
K eefe '83, live in Denver, where both are involved in 
theater, Moira independently and Charlie with the 
National Theater. Staying Married, a play they wrote 
and performed in, was featured in Missoula last 
summer at the Front Street Theater.
Dr. R ichard D . R olston ’83 was recently elected 
to fellowship in the American Academy of Pediatrics. 
He lives in Albuquerque, N.M.
Tom G rein ’84 lives in Bedford, Texas, where he is 
district manager for Westwood-Squibb Pharmacy.
Roy L. K yle ’84 of Dillingham, Alaska, was the 
winner of a $50 gift certificate at the U C  Bookstore. 
The certificate was one of the prizes offered in the 
drawing held for those who returned our Alumni 
Association surveys. Congratulations, Roy!
D o n  J. M cC on n ell '84 recently received his 
master’s degree in national security affairs from the 
Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey, Calif. A 
captain in the U.S. Army, Don is stationed at the Army 
Russian Institute in Garmisch, Germany. He is 
studying advanced Russian to prepare for embassy 
duty. He and his wife, Debra B enn et D olezal 
M cC on n ell ’82, have two sons, Patrick and Sean.
'Debra has held various positions in Entertainment 
Administration, both overseas and in the United 
States. She plans to pursue a vocal career in Germany.
Craig A . Shepherd ’84 works in the Glendive 
office of Montana’s Local Government Services Bureau 
as a municipal auditor. Craig lives in Baker.
John Sw eeney ’84 is an opera singer in Plauen, 
Germany. He and his wife, Maria, have three sons: 
Fergus, Padraig and Finnian.
Richard V enola ’84 is the active duty adviser for 
a Marine Corps reserve rifle company in Grand Rapids, 
Mich.
Jay Hansford Vest, M.A. ’84, Ph.D. ’87, a professor 
at Arizona State University in Phoenix, has been 
awarded a Fulbright grant to lecture and research in 
Germany.
Barb K avanagh'G enger ’85 lives in Hamilton, 
where she is a junior high school mathematics teacher 
at Westview School and is head girls basketball coach 
and head volleyball coach at Hamilton High School.
W allis M orger-Bryan ’85 was crowned Mrs. 
Montana America for 1992 in Billings in August. Wallis 
is the owner of the Gentlemen’s Club in Bozeman. She 
and her husband, Van, have two children, North and 
Shayne.
Janet M arsh N aisb itt ’85 is the deli manager at 
the Community Food Co-op in Bozeman.
G lenn  J. Barr ’86 married Janet Wallace Aug. 29, 
1992, in Colorado Springs, Colo. They live in Fort 
Carson.
M ike K effler ’86 is a registered representative with 
Waddell and Reed Inc. in Missoula.
Jon S. M cC arty ’86, J.D. ’90, is an attorney in the 
law firm of Scott and Tokerud in Great Falls.
K erri C athey M oore ’86 teaches English at Park 
High School in Livingston, Mont.




Whether you're buying or selling, when  
you're ready to get things moving, talk to a REALTOR - 
w ho knows Missoula from the inside out.
Talk to Twila.
1001 S . H i g g in s  A ve . •  M is s o u la ,  M T  59801 •  B u s . 4 0 6 /5 4 3 -6 6 6 3  R e s .  406 /5 4 2 -2 7 1 6  
D esign me a packet with the follow ing information:
__Residential property __Business relocation
__Commercial property __Ranch & farm property
__Recreational property __Income property for
| _Retirement areas UM students
__O ther________________________________________________________
., 1993. Let's get__I'm coming to Missoula in _____
together and look at what's available. I'm interested in property in:
__Missoula area __Flathead Valley
__Bitterroot Valley __O ther______________________
NAME:_________________ PH O N E :
ADDRESS: 
CITY:____ STATE: ZIP:
Tlie University of Montana Centennial
VIDEO ORDER FORM
Trace back through the history of The 
University of Montana in this interesting 
and entertaining Centennial Video, "M on­
tan a , My M o n tan a ."  It's a  treasure you'll 
want to  keep for the next 100  years.
This half-hour documentary uses archival 
photos, rare film footage, traditional school 
music, and the "reflections" of its gradu­
ates to  weave together a  nostalgic look at 
the University’s  first 100 years.
To order you video, please fill out the form 
below. Please send order to  T he  S hip­
ping D e p o t  1 9 1 6  B rooks, M issoula, 
MT 5 9 8 0 1 ,  for $ 1 9 .9 3  plus $ 4 .0 0  for 
shipping and handling and it will be sent 
directly to  you. Please allow two weeks for 
delivery. If you prefer, you can pick up a 
video a t the Centennial Office in Brandy 
H al for $19 .93 . Cash o r check only, no 
credit cards.
UM Centennial Video Order Form 
video: $19.93 plus $4.00 mailing. Total: $23.93 
NO CASH, PLEASE. CHECK, MONEY ORDER, CREDIT CARDS ONLY. 
Make check payable to: UM CENTENNIAL
Mai this I Please send me____ videos). Total enclosed---------------
Name__________________________________________
Address------------------------------------- Qty, State, Up___
UM Centennial Video 
(Jo The Shipping Depot 
Missoula, MT 59801 
Phone:(406)721-8633 
Fax: (406) 721-0609 Visa/Mastercard#.
Signature.
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Thomas Sailor, M.F.A. '87 Richard Venola ’84
in Pablo, Mont. He lives in Arlee with his wife, Marylin, 
and his son, Danny.
Erika C olness B ishop  ’87 is a producer for the 
“Joan Rivers Show.” She and her husband, Shane  
B ishop  ’86, a news producer, live in Glen Ridge, N.J.
Lila L. Borge ’87 is serving as a Peace Corps 
volunteer in Niger, Africa.
H arold D . G use ’87 was the winner of a Seiko 
watch. The watch was one of the prizes offered in the 
drawing that was held for those who returned our 
Alumni Association surveys. Congratulations, Harold!
Steve H enebry ’87 is a member of the Los Angeles- 
based International Medical Corps. Recently, he was 
in Missoula on leave after serving ten months as a 
medical-relief worker in Somalia.
C ynthia M cC arvel-Stief '87 is associate director 
of admissions at Carroll College in Helena.
Eric M oon  ’87 lives in Charlotte, N.C., where he 
is in charge of Systematics Financial Services with 
Nations Bank. He and his wife, Sabrina, have a son, 
Hayden.
Catherine Murray, M.F. A. ’87, is visiting professor
of sculpture at the University of Maine at Orono. She 
will have an exhibition of new work at that university 
in October.
Am y VanSchoick N ich olls ’87 and her husband, 
Todd ’84, live in Bedford, Mass., where both serve in 
the Air Force. Amy, a staff sergeant, performs as lead 
vocalist with the Band of New England and Todd, also 
a staff sargeant, is concert master in the same band.
T hom as Sailor ’87 is a job captain for Gossen 
Livingston Architects in Wichita, Kan.
N an cy  H arrington Stone, M.F.A. ’87, lives in 
Billings, where she is an artist. Recently, her oils were 
featured at the Toucan Gallery there.
Thom as V anSchoick  ’87 earned his master’s 
degree in percussion performance from the University 
of Northern Colorado in Greeley. Torn, who lives in 
the Denver area, plays in symphonies and big bands 
in Greeley and Fort Collins, Colo., and Cheyenne, 
Wyo.
Carla W ambaugh, M.Ed. ’87, a third grade teacher 
in Helena, was one of three Montana winners o f the 
Presidential Award for Excellence in Science and 
Mathematics leaching.
D oug A bbott, M.B. A. ’88, lives in Butte, where he 
is an assistant professor in the business department at 
Montana lech. He’s also a backfield coach for the 
school’s Orediggers.
M elissa C. H enry ’88 is a veterinarian in Colville, 
Wash.
S co tt K uhr '88 earned a master’s degree in 
anthropology at Northern State University and is 
employed as a supervisor for the Zuni Archaeological 
Project in Zuni, N.M. He and his wife, Sonvje Horton  
Kuhr ’88, live in Flagstaff, Ariz.
M ichael J. Ridgeway, J.D. ’88, is an attorney with 
the Office of General Counsel for the U.S. Department 
of Agriculture in Missoula.
Bruce W eide, M.F.A. ’88, is a Film maker in 
Missoula. His film, The Wolf: Real or Imagined?, was 
shown on public television.
M ich elle  W illits  ’88 lives in Grand Junction, 
C ola, where she works for the Daily Sentinel. In 
November 1992, she was named employee of the 
month for her work in setting up the paper’s computer 
system.
Scott C.' W urster, J.D. ’88, is an attorney for the 
law firm of Ogle and Worm in Kalispell.
Marine 2nd Lt. Carl W. G ouaux ’89 was recently 
commissioned to his present rank upon graduation 
from Officer Candidate School at the Marine Corps 
Combat Development Command in Quantico, Va.
Jennifer Isern ’89 earned her master’s degree in 
public and international affairs from the Woodrow 
Wilson School at Princeton University. She’s now 
assistant program coordinator for CARE in Lome, 
Tbpo, West Africa.
Dave Jones, J.D. ’89, is business manager for School 
District #1 in Meeteetse, Wyo.
R honda L. L innell ’89 teaches Spanish at Coeur 
d’Alene High School in Coeur d’Alene, Idaho
E rik M olvar ’89, a graduate student at the 
University o f Alaska in Fairbanks, published a book, 
The Trail Guide to Glacier National Park.
T ina, Tammie and Tracey M orin ’89, J.D. ’92, 
recently were admitted to practice law in Montana. The 
Morins, who are from Arlee, Mont., are believed to be 
the first triplets in the country to be simultaneously 
admitted to the bar.
M ich elle  T ow nsend-Probst ’89 is a high school 
resource teacher in Ronan, Mont. She and her 
husband, Jay, live in Poison.
Patrick W att, J.D. ’89, and A m y Vanica W att 
’85 live in Great Falls, where Pat is an associate attorney 
for the law firm of Jardine, Stephenson, Blewett and
A T  U M  G O E S  B A C K
O F  P R IV A T E  S U P P O R T
T he original land 
for the campus was 
part of an estate gift
T he first business 
gift was gym equip­
ment from a local
Corporate giving 
began in 1902
Last year 9,169 
alumni and friends 
made a financial 
contribution to the
University
The UM Foundation is officially designated to receive and manage all gifts to the University. Checks must be made 
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Weaver. Amy is an accountant at the Great Falls Vo- 
Tech. They have a son, Schuyler.
*90s
Jackie Boshka, M.Ed. ’90, 
is principal at Bigfork 
Elementary School. She and 
her husband, Mike, have two 
children, Anna and Mikey.
C h ristin e P in n ey  Kar- 
kow , M.F.A. ’90, is an 
artist living in Minneapolis. Recently, an exhibit of her 
work was featured at the Custer County Art Center 
in Miles City.
Kurt Todas *90 is quality assurance coordinator for 
Solar Press in Naperville, 111.
Marine 2nd Lt. Ted A. Adam s ’91 was recently 
promoted to his present rank while serving at Officer’s 
Candidate School at the Marine Corps Combat 
Development Command in Quantico, Va.
David A ustin  ’91 is a second-year law student at 
the University o f Puget Sound in Tacoma, Wash. 
Recently, he made the dean’s list.
M ich elle  K ay H arney K upfner ’91 is business 
development analyst for Southwestern Public Service 
Co. in Amarillo, Texas.
R enee Taaffe- Johnson *91 recently exhibited her 
artwork at the Missoula Museum of the Arts. She is 
a graduate student at Washington State University in 
Pullman.
Janie Thayer ’91 teaches sixth grade at Cross 
Currents School in Whitefish.
David Carkhuff ’92 lives in Eureka, Mont., where 
he is a reporter for the Tobacco Valley Neu/s.
C indy Eve '92 works at the Great Falls Pottery Co., 
where, along with doing her own work, she teaches 
children’s pottery classes.
Peggy H olland Larson '92 is a pharmacist at
Yellowstone Pharmacy in Colstrip, Mont.
A nn  M uth ’92 teaches sixth grade at Central 
School in Whitefish, Mont.
K aren Pogachar ’92 is an elementary school 
teacher in Baker, Mont.
Paula Schock  '92 lives in St. Ignatius, Mont., 
where she teaches school.
G lenda Sk illen  ’92 teaches English in Hysham, 
Mont.
Dave Zelio *92 is a reporter for the Chateau Acantha 
in Choteau, Mont.
Births
Amy Ann to Susan M archildon W agner x’73 
and Terry J. Wagner, Nov. 6,1992, in Englewood, Colo.
Zachary Robert to Tom D im m er ’85 and Holly 
Dimmer, May 22, 1992, in Fowlerville, Mich.
Emily Catherine to Jean Lenzmeier Smith ’85 and 
Michael Smith, Sept. 23, 1992, in Great Falls.
Schuyler to Am y Vanica W att ’85 and Patrick  
W att, J.D. ’89, March 1, 1992, in Great Falls.
Bailey Elizabeth to Eric W. H offm an ’87 and 
Pamela Hoffman, March 13, 1992, in Billings.
Madison Shelby to Lee A nn  Eam es Fenton '88 
and Gregory Fenton, June 28, 1992, in Ewa Beach, 
Hawaii.
In Memoriam
The Alumni Association extends sympathy to the
families of the following alumni, friends and faculty: 
Irene Murray Lansing T6, Seattle 
Russell Ireland ’20, Hesperia, Calif.
D orothy P helps ’22, Missoula*
N orbert W. Sager ’22, El Toro, Calif.
Frances D on oh er Sanborn ’22, Great Falls 
Edythe B enbrooks Iverson ’24, Bandon, Ore. 
Eleanor M eagher ’24, Toppenish, Wash.
Russell D . N ile s  ’24, J.D. ’53, San Francisco* 
Arthur E llw ood Yensen ’24, Parma, Idaho 
Leonard R. Parsons ’25, Solvang, Calif.
W illiam  T. “B ill” H odges ’27, Billings 
Arthur J. M ikalson  x’27, Spokane 
N an  W alsh T iernan ’27, Spartanburg, S.C. 
Elizabeth V each D oggett ’28, Bozeman 
N eva T hom pson  Elm ore ’28, Hamilton 
H azel H anson H ansen ’28, Kalispell 
Frank A ilin g  ’29, Riverside, Calif.
Sallie M aclay Brutto ’29, Hamilton 
W illiam  M orrelles ’29, Missoula 
Freda VanDuzer ’29, Huntley, Mont.
Louise Lubrecht C arpenter ’30, West Linn, Ore. 
W illiam  G. K elly  '30, Lewistown, Mont.
Pauline G rafton W alker '31, Redding, Calif. 
Ruth L acklen W right ’31, Northbrook, 111. 
Robert W. “B ill” Curdy '32, Salt Lake City 
C lifford E. Jacobson x’33, Missoula 
Jane N ash  Stillings x’33, Poison 
M abel C olby Roberts ’34, Tempe, Ariz.
Jane Tucker M cC luer ’35, Santa Cruz, Calif. 
Richard N . Ogg ’35, Capitola, Calif.
R ichard C. Shaw ’35, Darby, Mont.
Frank F. Fulton x’36, Aloha, Ore.
Edward M cC orm ick  ’36, Lynwood, Wash.
Edith Lewis Taylor x’36, Kalispell
W illiam  J. C ostello  ’37, J.D. ’38, Palo Alto, Calif.
Lucille Jacobson C oyle x’38, Matthews, N.C.
Membership Benefits
The University of Montana
CELEBRATE 
ITS CENTENNIAL.
Join the UM Alumni 
Association today!
•  A subscription to our award-winning alumni magazine, 
the MONTANAN
•  Invitations to gatherings in your community
•  Circulation privileges at the Mansfield Library
•  Homecoming announcements
•  Reunion announcements
•  Use of campus recreation facilities at a reduced rate
•  World-wide travel programs
•  UM Alumni Association Visa Card
•  Discounts on participating car rentals and hotel/motels
•  Low-cost life insurance
•  Convenience of our toll-free number
$350 Individual life membership 
$500 Couple life membership 
$35 Individual annual membership 
S50 Couple annual membership 
$10 Recent graduate
For your membership order form call
(406)243-5211 or 1-800-862-5862
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G len n  W. Frisbie ’37, Thompson Falls, Mont. 
G eorge H. G able ’37, Bozeman 
W illiam  A . W est ’37, M.Ed. ’49, Laurel, Mont. 
O live B. M cL eod H augen ’38, Missoula*
D uane W. “D o c ” B ow ler ’39, Billings 
H arold S. Brubaker x’39, Billings 
Dorothy Roseborough H aw kins x’39, Moses Lake, 
Wash.
K en n eth  E. Lewis ’39, Lavina, Mont.
C harles B. Sande, J.D. ’39, Billings
K athryn C ope Spencer ’39, New York City*
Eugene W. “G ene” Barrett ’40, Tallahassee, Fla.
G ene W. D aly  x’40, Missoula
Robert K . Funk '40, Helena
Jeanne Ruenauver H am ilton  ’40, Kalispell
W ilso n  S im on K ern ’40, Meridian, Idaho
H ector LaCasse ’40, Helena
M abel E. E rickson  ’41, Butte
B ill H ow erton  ’41, Escondido, Calif.
B urleigh E. Saunders, M.Ed. ’41, Aitkin, Minn. 
John F. Lhotka ’42, Oklahoma City, Okla. 
Earnest R. C rutcher x’43, Bellevue, Wash.
Lois H am or R oberts x’43, Portland, Ore.
B etty Lou Burns Schroeder ’43, Helena 
James T horburn Sykes ’46, Golden, Colo. 
K en n eth  J. O ’B rien  x’44, Bigfork 
D avid Schwerdt x’44, Rio Verde, Ariz.
Robert C. Barnes Sr. x’45, Littleton, Colo. 
Robert H ershel James ’45, Dillon 
D avid B illin g ton  x’46, Aurora, 111.
Shirley M cShane M iller ’49, Helena 
Louise M orrison O w ens ’49, Sun City, Ariz. 
A.E. Pedersen ’49, Copenhagen, Denmark 
Edward T. Rogan ’49, Palmer, Alaska 
Grant M undy ’50, Lewistown, Mont.
A l. J. Murray ’50, M.Ed. '56, Helena 
K eith  T. N ilstead  '50, Billings
O rlo  Bruce S ilvey x’50, Escondido, Calif. 
W illiam  K em p T h o n  ’50, Kalispell 
R oxie M iburn'A nderson x’51, Missoula 
Margaret Jesse Fanning ’51, Spokane 
N ath an ie l J. McTucker ’51, Redding, Calif. 
Frank W. Steel ’51, Sierra Vista, Calif.
John A ilp ort ’52, Williams Lake, B.C.
Leslie F. (Les) D unlap  ’52, Midland, Texas 
A n n ette  Pesm an M athiason ’52, Miles City 
W illiam  P. R ice  ’52, Stockton, Calif.
R ichard D . R em ington ’52, M.A. ’54, Ph.D. ’84, 
Iowa City, Iowa 
W illiam  R. Brockley, M.A. ’53, Hemet, Calif. 
Edward R. Burroughs ’53, Moscow, Idaho 
B illie  Johnston  F lem ing ’53, Livingston* 
Law rence M. H o lt  x’53, Missoula 
G ene H untley, J.D. ’53, Baker, Mont.
Josephine Saylor M artin ’53, Missoula 
Evelyn D unham  Johnson  x’54, Cut Bank, Mont. 
Ealsa Rowe, M.Ed ’54, Custer, S.D.
E. Jay Lease ’55, Aurora, Colo.
Margaret M ammen M iller ’55, M.Ed. ’54, Missoula 
C arolyn R eynolds R iebeth , M.Ed. ’55, Hardin, 
Mont.
G. Fred W ilk in son  Jr. ’56, Missoula 
H ugh C am pbell, M.A. ’57, Spokane 
John A . K avanagh ’58, Caracas, Venezuela 
Richard Lee Prather ’58, Chevy Chase, Md.
C. Rosalie M orgenw eck Kavanaugh ’60, Austin, 
Texas
Judith D avison  B unn ’62, Choteau, Mont.
John A. Fraser ’62, Whitefish 
E ileen  Volk B rooke ’63, Bigfork, Mont.
Janet B oettn er H asskam p ’63, M.Ed. ’64, Helena 
Gerald L. Croghan ’64, Missoula 
R osalie A em isegger M arsh ’64, Missoula 
G ene D avis B uck  ’65, Portland, Ore.
Carl D . Iverson ’65, Littleton, Cola  
Gary M art K em m erer ’66, Anchorage, Alaska 
Gary R oland Skeem  ’66, Kalispell 
Sara A n n  R obbins ’68, Simms, Mont.
Ima Johnston  ’70, Whitefish 
K enneth  D . A shton  ’71, Los Angeles 
D avid L. Tranter, M.A. ’71, Danville, Calif. 
Russell W. Livergood ’72, Missoula 
John O rtw ein , M.Ed. ’72, Helena 
Jerry Shanley, M.Ed. ’72, Great Falls 
Robert W. D em in  ’74, Nine Mile, Mont.
John J. Eckes, M.A. ’74, Champaign, 111.
M ichael D . K eller  ’74, Helena 
James J. B enn , J.D. ’75, Huson, Mont.
Sylvia Freeh D arland ’79, Plentywood, Mont. 
John C. Ellis, UM  music professor, carilloneur, 
Missoula*
Rudyard B. G ood e, accounting and finance 
professor, Missoula*




A lan  James A nderson  x’43, Cut Bank, Mont. 
W illard R. A nderson, Ed.D. ’70, Helena 
E. K irk  Badgley ’48, Cedar Crest, N.M.
Jam es J. Beakey ’50, M.A. ’55, Long Beach, Calif. 
D on ald  W. Bernhardt ’65, Billings 
Leon G. B illings ’59, Silver Spring, Md.
Erika C olness B ishop  ’89, Glen Ridge, N.J. 
Shane Clifford B ishop  ’86, Glen Ridge, N.J. 
Gary J. B loom  ’66, Missoula 
Floyd B oschee, Ed.D. ’72, Vermillion, S.D. 
M arly s K n u tso n  B o s c h e e  ’71, M.Ed. ’89, 
Vermillion, S.D.
James M. Brady ’70, Tucson, Ariz.
Patricia Louise A nderson B row n ’56, APO, AE 
Larry E. B ruce ’73, Circle, Mont.
G ilbert U . Burdett, J.D. ’77, Billings 
D eanna M. C abe ’92, Chattaroy, Wash.
N an cy  H alverson Cabe ’65, Chattaroy, Wash. 
James S. Caras x’43, Santa Barbara, Calif.
Lorna K. Caras x’42, Santa Barbara, Calif. 
W illiam  B. C lark ’81, Palm Harbor, Fla.
K elly  H ardenbrook C lifton  ’50, Madison, Wis. 
M ayre-Lee H arris C lifton  x’51, Madison, Wis. 
W illiam  E. C offee, J.D. ’92, Billings 
Burton Clark C ole  ’83, Hermosa Beach, Calif. 
Patrick J. C onnors ’65, Butte 
D anny N . C oyle x’62, Carson City, Nev.
D ee  U b l Crawford ’59, Madison, Wis.
K . Scott Daugharty ’80, Eagle River, Alaska 
Patty A . Peck Daugharty *80, Eagle River, Alaska 
D avid  M. D olberg, M.S. ’86, Bakersfield, Calif. 
Margaret M ary B ucher Eklund ’51, M.S. ’68, 
Ryegate, Mont.
Jane E. G aethke-B randt ’52, West Salem, Ohio
G eorge E. G ee ’71, Spokane
Theresa D ow n ey  G ee x’72, Spokane
Jeffrey S. Girder ’83, Hilo, Hawaii
Gary C. G reseth ’72, M.Ed. ’75, St. Mary’s, Alaska
John R. H allow ell ’42, Lakewood, Cola
John L. H ansen  ’59, Renton, Wash.
Todd H arold Hartman *85, Renton, Wash. 
M ichael Aubrey H arwood ’86, Milwaukee 
James H eckathorn , J.D. ’50, Whitefish 
Vera Jean H ensrud H eckathorn  ’49, J.D. ’50, 
Whitefish
Am y L. True H eller  ’82, Stevensville, Mont.
M elvin  P. H o in ess ’54, Billings
Jamie Leigh Stewart Johnson ’52, Scottsdale, Ariz.
The University of Montana 
and D A  Davidson sc Co....
...a  tradition o f  partnership between a great 
U niversity and M ontana's o ldest investm ent firm
DAD provides the faculty 
and funding for the U of M 
investment classes.
DAD's Bond department has 
funded university projects 
for over 25 years.
DAD People serve on 
university foundation 
boards and investment 
committees.
Over 40  U of M alumni 
now staff our 14 locations 
in 4  western states.
D A  Davidson SC Co.
INCORPORATED Member SI PC
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Thom as A. Jones ’65, Hamilton, Mont.
Robert H . Jungers ’58, Apex, N.C.
Brendan R. K elly  70, Loomis, Calif.
Carol W alsh K ern x’51, Bozeman 
Robert F. Kern '52, Bozeman 
D ennis R. Lahr ’67, San Jose, Calif.
K ath leen  L am oureux, M.A. 7 4 , Strathfield, 
Australia 
M ark K. Larson ’81, Helena 
Jeff John Lund ’87, Renton, Wash.
Renee Christine H oldorf Lund ’84, Renton, Wash. 
H. Bruce M aclay ’51, Florence, Mont.
M ary B lair M aclay '51, M.A. ’80, Florence, Mont. 
V ictoria Carkulis M arkellis ’43, Silver Springs, 
Md.
M ary V. M arshall ’86, Spokane 
Roxana M. W arren M atter ’53, M.A. ’54, Portis, 
Kan.
P hilip  A. May, Ph.D. 76 , Albuquerque, N.M. 
G ene D . M cC lain  x’43, Morgan Hill, Calif. 
H elen  R. Johnson M cC lellan  ’50, Malibu, Calif. 
D aniel J. M cG uire ’84, Missoula 
Joan Lee U rquhart M cM ahon ’60, Seattle 
John P. M cM ahon ’60, Seattle 
D . G eorge M cR ae ’60, M.A. ’61, Missoula 
Robert H . M ercer ’87, Springfield, Va.
W illiam  T. M iller ’69, Canyon, Texas 
M argery E. M innehan ’34, Puyallup, Wash.
A lex  C. M orrison, J.D. ’50, Plains, Mont.
Jean E hlen M orrison ’69, Plains, Mont.
James W. Mountjoy, M.Ed. ’57, Hayden Lake, Idaho 
Susan H iggins M usial 70, Centerville, Ind. 
H elen  L. Johnson ’42, Poison, Mont.
D eb b ie O lsen  '90, Sparks, Nev.
Raym ond K. O stby 71, M.B.A. 72, Saratoga, Calif. 
N in a Borgen Paulson x’49, Longmont, Colo. 
Mark O. P ierson  ’69, Camarillo, Calif.
Elm er R. P latz 72, Vernon, N.J.
K aren Pettit Porter 75, M.B.A. ’86, Missoula 
John H . Poush ’88, Billings 
B ill G. R edm ond ’59, Kalispell 
N atalie  M unden R ingland ’87, Barrow, Alaska
J. K ent Roberts ’87, Renton, Wash.
Susan M arie F ont Roberts ’83, Renton, Wash. 
Turner E. Ross ’50, Gulf Breeze, Fla.
Jack K enneth  Sam m ons ’67, Studio City, Calif. 
LaVern C. Sch illin ger ’86, Glen Ellyn, 111. 
D an iel S chofie ld  ’50, J.D. ’51, Fresno, Calif. 
Barbara N . R aym ond Scifers ’41, Casper, Wyo. 
Leland F. Scifers Sr. x’39, Casper, Wyo.
B eth  Frisbee Short 73, Cut Bank, Mont.
D an ie l D . Short 78, Cut Bank, Mont.
D uane E. Sm ith Jr. ’80, Bellingham, Wash.
K evin Stanford Sm ith ’64, Aloha, Ore. 
M arilynn A. Snyder ’61, Coeur d’Alene, Idaho 
Sterling A. Snyder ’61, Coeur d’Alene, Idaho
K. Paul Stahl, M.A. 77, J.D. ’80, Helena 
H o lly  G leason Swartz 73, APO, AE 
Leonard G. Swartz 72 , APO, AE 
Ellis D . Tofte ’66, Mt. Vernon, Wash.
G eorge Torp ’64, Missoula
John R. Turmell ’64, Rolling Hills, Calif.
Mary Ellen Cawley Turmell ’64, Rolling Hills, Calif. 
M. Jean Jackson W akefield ’57, Bainbridge Island, 
Wash.
Sam B. W akefield  ’57, Bainbridge Island, Wash. 
James C. W allace ’80, Absarokee, Mont.
Joseph Grant W eidenbach ’87, Napa, Calif. 
Ruby Edith Plum m er W ood, Beaverton, Ore. 
W illiam  C. W ood x’44, Beaverton, Ore.
John D . W oods ’50, Billings
Patricia A n n  Carroll W oods ’51, Billings
D on ald  G. W right ’59, Visalia, Calif.
D on n a  M. K elsch  W right ’60, Visalia, Calif.
Schedule of Events
For more information, call UM ’s Alumni Office
(406)243-5211.
June
5 Los Angeles, Calif.—Centennial Ball
11 Butte, Mont.—Griz-Cat Golf Scramble
12 Portland, Ore.—Centennial Charter 
Day dinner
July
30 Coeur d’Alene, Idaho—Alumni cruise
August
28 Bigfork, Mont.—Bigfork Summer 
Playhouse
24 Grizzly-Bobcat football, Missoula
Septem ber
11 Eugene, Ore.—Griz football and tailgate
festivities
25 Spokane/Cheney, Wash.—Griz football 
and tailgate festivities
O ctober
15 Phoenix, Ariz.—Centennial gathering
16 Flagstaff, Ariz.—Griz football and 
tailgate festivities
N ovem ber
13 Griz-Cat Football-Satellite TV parties 
Nov. 25-Dec. 4—“Holiday” Caribbean
Watch for mailings or contact the U M Alumni Office 
1-800-862-5862.
CENTENNIAL HOMECOMING 
SEPTEMBER 3 0 -OCTOBER 2
Special Events:
• Singing on the Steps
• Crowning o f the King and Queen
• Distinguished Alumni Awards
• Homecoming Art Fair
•  Parade
• Tailgate Parties
• Football: Grizzlies vs. Boise State
•  Alumni Art Exhibit
• Centennial Finale
• Unveiling o f the Time Capsule
• Florence Reynolds Reunion Concert
Reunions:
• Classes o f1953 & 1968
• Past Presidents o f the UM Alumni 
Association
• Rhodes Scholars
•  Fulbright Scholars
• Alumni Band
• Sigma Phi Epsilon
• Kappa Alpha Theta
• Kappa Kappa Gamma: Class o f 1953
• Sigma Chi’s o f the 1960s
Homecoming Headquarters: 
UM Alumni Office 
Brantly Hall 
2nd Floor West
Missoula, Montana 59812-1313 
(406)243-5211,1-800-862-5862
Attention Form er Jubileers: We are updating our address lists for a gala concert at Home­
coming. Please notify UM Alumni Office immediately of any address change since 1986.
k The University of‘Montana
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by Nancy E. Fitch, M.D.
Last September, The University of 
Montana released the results of a survey 
to determine the incidence of sexual 
assault on women students. A Sexual 
Assault Prevalence Survey had been sent 
to 4,265 women enrolled at the 
University in May 1992. The survey, with 
guaranteed anonymity, was returned by 
63 percent of the women.
Of the respondents, 45 percent said 
they had experienced attempted “rape” 
and 35 percent had experienced 
completed “rape” since the age of 
fourteen. Actually, they indicated they 
had experienced “attempted or completed 
sexual intercourse without consent,” 
which is the Montana statutory language 
that describes the felony of rape.
Most people do not understand that 
sexual intercourse without consent is 
rape. Rape does not have to be 
kidnapping at gunpoint by a stranger. 
Rape is far more likely to be coercive sex 
by someone trusted by the victim— | |  
without a weapon, but with physical 
force. Only 22 percent of the rape victims 
in the study recognized that they had 
been raped.
Much of the media attention about 
this University of Montana study focused 
on how dangerous the University is. 
However, two-thirds of the attempted or 
completed rapes experienced by these 
women students occurred before they 
came to the University. The majority of 
rapes that occurred while women were 
students at UM happened off campus at 
private dwellings, \bunger women, 
especially eighteen-year-old freshmen 
were at highest risk.
The survey also indicated that the 
majority of rapes were by men known to
the victim, most commonly a casual, 
romantic acquaintance or first date. 
Ninety-four percent of the victims 
described the assailant as aggressive, and 
51 percent said that they were held down, 
hit, choked or beaten.
Our culture tends to take for granted 
some gender stereotypes that predispose 
women to sexual victimization and 
predispose men to victimizing. We assume 
that women will be the gatekeepers of 
sexuality and will be responsible for 
saying no. Simultaneously, we tell women 
that they need Barbie Doll figures if they 
want to be happy and loved. We assume 
that “real” men are always sexually 
hungry and will always want sex if they 
can get away with it. If young adult men 
don’t  want to have sex with women, we 
call them queer, undermine their 
masculinity and foster homophobia. 
MTV, beer commercials, popular music 
and teen magazines give these messages 
loud and clear to our young people.
The consequence of these stereotypes is 
rape. When women falter in their 
gatekeeping—by trusting men, not being 
equally assertive, giving mixed 
messages—they are blamed for getting 
what they did not want. One-third of the 
women in the survey had never told 
anyone about the rape. The reasons they 
gave for not telling were shame, 
embarrassment, a sense of responsibility 
or a belief they would not be taken 
seriously. Sadly, they bought into our 
culture’s general belief that the rape was 
the victim’s fault. Only 4.9 percent told 
the police.
Men are taught not to take no for an 
answer and to try, try, try, if at first you 
don’t succeed. These rules, which work 
well in a competitive marketplace, can 
make men rapists. Holding women down, 
hitting, choking and beating are only 
slightly further down the spectrum of real 
manhood. What happened to the Boy 
Scout ideals of being trustworthy, kind 
and considerate? They are not evident on 
MTV. In another study on sexual assault, 
88 percent of the college men who 
admitted doing what met the legal 
definition of rape, strongly denied that 
they had committed rape.
Women’s liberation has opened many 
doors to women, including the 
opportunity to be sexual. Without strong 
cultural sanctions, human beings are 
strongly programmed to have frequent 
sex, which our teenage children and 
young adults currently d a  Sexual assault 
has probably become more common 
among unmarried women (but not 
married women) since cultural sanctions 
against premarital sex have diminished.
Moving backward to pre-women’s 
liberation is not acceptable to most 
women nor to most men. Moving 
forward requires our culture to let go of 
this “Rambo-style” concept of “real” 
manhood. Moving forward requires men 
to share equally in sexual responsibility. 
We need to let go of coercive behavior 
and sexual conquest as validation of 
masculinity.
The men’s movement, which is just 
starting, has recognized that despite 
vocational success men suffer from 
emotional isolation, intense peer pressure 
to succeed, high rates of alcoholism and 
drug dependency. They have far higher 
rates than women of suicide, homicide 
and death from most causes. The 
pressures on men to achieve, to be 
invulnerable, independent and self- 
sufficient have a high cost and include 
being perpetrators of rape. To stop'this 
cycle, we need to accept and support 
male expressions of vulnerability, 
dependency and community.
The problem of sexual violence 
permeates our culture and particularly 
the culture of young adults. The 
University of Montana deserves 
commendation for addressing this painful 
issue head-on. The study will prevent 
some rapes and help the survivors of 
rape. We need strong cultural sanctions 
against coercive and irresponsible sex. 
Until we in our culture can recognize its 
stereotypes and speak out against 
destructive behavior, our young people 
will continue to commit and be victims 
of violent acts.
Dr. Fitch is director of Student Health Services.
________________________________ I
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NOVEMBER 27— DECEMBER 4,1993 
ON YOUR CALENDARS
Yes, we have put together another Caribbean cruise. The 1992 
cruise with over 4 0 0  Montanans was such a  success that we 
are  offering a  HOLIDAY cruise in 1993. This year's trip will be 
aboard  Carnival's funship HOLIDAY and will take us to the 
western Caribbean ports of
Playa de Carmen, Cozumel,
Grand Cayman and Ocho Rios.
The HOLIDAY will d e p a rt from Miami on S atu rday , 
November 27, and return to port on Saturday, December 4.
Where else can you fly, receive 8 nights lodging and 
eat up to 8 meals a day fo r this price?
This price includes:
•  Round trip  a irfa re  from  175 cities to  Miami
•  Transportation between airports and the HOLIDAY
•  C ategory 5 inside cabin accommodations (double occupancy)
•  A ll shipboard meals
•  Shipboard activities and entertainment
•  Pre- cruise overnight accommodations in Miami
•  $5 0  ta x  deductible g ift to  UM
For more inform ation o r a  free brochure, ca ll 
HOLIDAY CRUISE to ll free: 
1- 800 - 826-7410
HEAR THE PLAY-BY-PLAY 
BY PHONE, AND 
BE THERE WHEN IT 
HAPPENS.
MONTANA GRIZZLIES
1 -8 0 0 -8 4 6 -4 7 0 0 , E x t. 6 0 1 8
No matter where you are, you can always hear the live play-by-play of your 
team’s game - even when it’s not on TV or radio in your area. Ju st call 
TEAMLINE* at 1-800-846-4700 and en ter the four-digit access code 
listed below. Charge the call to your VISA* or MasterCard*. And listen to 
all the action as it’s broadcast live from your team’s flagship radio station.
You can listen as long as you like, and pay only for the time you listen. 
The longer you listen, the less you pay - as low as 20c per minute. And you 
can call from any phone - home, office, car, hotel, even a pay phone. From 
anywhere in the U.S., Canada, even internationally.*
So call in on game day for the live play-by-play action along with the 
pre- and post-game shows. Or get the gang together and listen to the entire 
game live on a speakeiphone. To learn 
about other TEAMLINE programming 
or for more information with no obliga­
tion, call the TEAMLINE Information 
Line toll-free at 1-800-846-4700.
•  Canadian charges are higher than U.S. charges. International calls must be made through MCI Direct, 
ta il for details. MasterCard* is a registered trademark o f MasterCard International Incorporated. VISA* 
is a  registered trademark o f VISA International Service Association. TEAMLINE is a service o f TRZ 
Communication Services, Akron, OH.
Ifak in g  Excellence 
J - ’ " '  A Tradition. . .
“Starting way back w ith Grandfather 
W orden, Missoula’s founder, w e’ve 
been serving Missoula and Montana 
for 130 years!” ^  W o rd en s
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M i s s o u l a
M l 5 9 8 0 1 - 5 7 4 0
University (Main) 
Hall and the symbolic 
M on Mount Sentinel 
bask in a warm glow, 
as the University 
celebrates its one 
hundredth anniversary 
this year.
